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MI the news that's it to print.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
HOIKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN 
COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY DECE
MBER 23 1004 VOLUME 
XXXV, NO. 11
MARKET IS QUIET
HOLIDAY MATTERS E N -
CROSS TOBACCO MEN.
6.140Crily Private Sales Were
• Made.—Report of the
Inspectors.
1
The dealers on the local tobacco
market were 80 full of the spirit 
of
Christmas this week that there wa
s
practically no movement of t
he
(eed. The inspectors' 
report is as
frollows: Receipts for the week, 20
4 hhds.; receipts for the year, 14,375
hhds; sales for the week, 123 hhds.;
sales for the year, 14,019 hints. There
• f were no public offerings, all the sates
- Deported above having been ma
de
• -privately.
! LETTERS TO
SANTA CLAUS.
dear Santa claus.
Please bring me a doill,
plone and some candy and hats
yourlittlefrieend
Mary Keegan.
Here's a tip for Supt. Board, of the
Western asylum:
(Vest Santa claus
Please remember me
while making your rounds to see the
little boys.
1W4'• 
Yours and oblige
Bob Board.
‘t, 
Dec. 2'2 1901
Hopkinsville 
••••• 
Ky
Dear Santy Clause
i am a little Boy 3 years old and
i live one mile from town and 1
110
want lots of presents me want 
Big
.4 Engine and St car and some 
candy
and nuts and lote of other things i 
am
pap's little man
• Farice. J. Frey
Dear santa Clas I want you buy 
me
a threshing machine and engine 
and
a wheat fan poker scraper sho
vel
pail top and a horse
Good by
Andrew.
Smallpox Situation.
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
J. B. Redman and James Eas
ton,
haVing fully recovered from 
small-
pox, were discharged today fro
m the
city hospital. Three more ca
ses will
be dismissed this week. One 
new pa-
tient, Mr. Wolfe, of Graoey, has 
been
received at the hospital. The G
racey
hospital is nearly ready to be 
closed.
Tbe physician in charge, Dr. C
rowe,
Was relieved today of further
 service
there.
4++++04-44++444+++++++++++
THERE
Are thirty valuable
premiums in the New
Eia's gift distribution
Ach closes Wednes-
day morhing, Dec 28,
at 11 o'clock. Don't
you want one dr more
of them7
NAN PATTERSON IS
DECLARED NOT GUILTY.
JURY LIBERATES THE
FLORADORA CIRL.
CHARGED WITH MURDER
One Of; New York's1 Most
(Notable CriminallTrials
Concluded.
(Special to New Era)
NEW YORK, Dec.-22.—Nan Pa
t-
terson, the fbea.utiful young actress,
who was charged with the murder 
of
the noted turftnan ("testi?. Young, is
a free woman.
The verdict of the jury finding her
not guilty was returned this after-
noon.
Argument was closed in the case
yesterday and Judge Davis deliver-
ed his charge and the case was give
n
to:the jury this morning. Abraham
Levy spoke for Miss Patterson, mak-
ing an eloquent plea for acquitta
l.
Assistant District Attorney Ran
d
was merciless in his denunciation 
of
the actress, and Mr. Levy, t
he op-
posing attorney, declared at its c
lose
that it was the most wonderful 
and
masterful argument he had heard
 in
all his experience of twentj -`our
years in the New York courts.
Nan Patterson was a member o
f
the original sextette in the ope
ra
Florodora which rendered the no
w
well known song, "Tell me, prett
y
maiden, are there any more at home
like you?" She is alleged to h
ave
been on intimate terms with a race
bookmaker Caesar Young, a marl led
man. He had engaged passage 
for
Europe on a steamer, and was goi
ng
away in order to break with th 3 ac-
tress, it is alleged. She got In a c
ab
with him in this city on the morning
of June 5th, when he started to tak
e
the steamer. On the way two sh
ots
were heard, and Young fell forward
In the cab and died without makin
g
a statement regarding the traged
y.
Nan Patterson said suicide, but sh
e
was held for trial on the charge 
of
murder. Her trial came up in New
York and progressed smoothly :un
til
one juror was stricken with paraly-
sis, whereupon the jury was dis-
charged by the judge. Her second
trial commenced last week.
NOT INA PLOT
To Kill Marcum, So French
Declares.
WINCHESTER, Ky., Dec. 22.—
Fulton French testified today in the
Marcum damage suit. He denied
that he had been in any plot to kit
James Marcum and asserted that lie
was always the dead man's friend.
Senator Alex Hargis completed his
te.Aimony this morning.
The gist of Senator Hargis' test i-
timony was i,hat he did not conspire
with the defendants or any one else
to kill James Marcum, but on 
the
other hand he bad befriended the
 as-
sassinated man at various times. H
e
stated that he assisted in empl
oying
counsel for Curtis JetIcat Cynthla
na
because he was his siker's son.
An Exceptional Opportunity
You will not be spending the mon
ey
you will be Investing it in the safe
st
and most profitable manner. Real
estate, well located, is the bags of
all security. Shamrock, Texas, 
is
the brightest star in all the, south-
west. Bee W. B. Neely, Odd Fel-
lows building.
4111111W
MISC NAN PATTEKSION
.
OUNSHOTS HEARD.
Man Dragged From House
Can Not Be Found.
moNToom E RV . Ala.. Dec. 2:1.—
A murderous crowd went to th
e
house of Buck Stewart, colored, near
Kingston, at midnight, ad took him
away. Gunshots were heard, and
the man has not been seen since.
The uegroes are greatly stirred up.
STANOND OIL CO.
MAKES HOPKINSVILLE A
DISTRIBUTING POINT.
Large Gasoline Tanks Will
Be Located on Rail-
road Line.
"rile Standaad (mil company has
completed arrangethents for the es-
tablishment of large gasoline tanks
In this city t,.) be located en L. & N.
railroad near the eastern city limits
on the lot already occupied by their
coal oil tit:Ike. These tanks are to
be ready for use by the first of the
year and thereaftergasoline will be
shipped here in car lots and storad
Iii these for general distribution
Nearly all of the gasoline used
throughout this section is burned in
in engines and heretofore gaso
line
hie 3 had to be shipped from Nash
-
ville, Louisville, Henderson
 or
Evansville at a heavy freight rate.
U.ider the new system this shoul
d be
greatly reduced, resulting in
 mate-
rial saving to consumers. Whe
n the
tanks are ready for use Hopkins
ville
will be-come one of the regul
ar dis-
tributing points of the Standar
d Oil
company' for gasoline as well as 
coal
oil.
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RADFORD
ORANGES
Radford Bros., Lalie Weir, F
la., 
Branded on Every Box. 
Try their flavors and compare wi
th others. We han-
dle only RADFORD ORANGE
S. There are a few
other houses in Hopkinsville 
that do the same.
• •
S. 00IMO
APPLES
CANDIES
NUTS
RAISINS
CITRON
COCOANUTS
FRUIT
CAKE
FIGS
&c &c
In endless variety and at knocK out
 prices. SEE
OUR WINDOWS. Pro
mpt service, quick deliv-
ery. Good goods, low prices.
C001111 CO
Wholesale and Retail Grocers.
.44:.+.+++++++,+++.+.++r++++++++
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• We gua9tntee•
•
le to sell goods asrCHEAP as you
•
can get them at any cut price
•
• sales and we have a large and
•
•
•• beautifu stock of Dress Goods,
•
•• Cloaks and Furs tind Ladies
•
e• and Gentlemen's Underwear.
•
•• Call and get our prices before
•
•• you buy elsewhere.
•
•
•
•
1•00••••••••••••••
T. M. JONES.
•••••••••
ON SLIP.,OF PAPER
Wrote A Namb and Girl's
Death Is involved in Mystery.
(Special to NewEra.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 22.—A
beautiful young woman, giving her
name as Eva Jones, but whose real
with appendicitis, and, writing her
name On a slip of parer, she placed it
in the hands of the matron, making
her promise not to open it if she
lived, but in case of her death to no-
tify the person whose name she had
written within. A well-dressed and
refined flwoman came here with .es
young man who livee in Louisville..
Mothers, BeiCareful.
identity is known but to the officials 
Of the health of your ehildrei;
Look out for coughs, colds, °rot
of the Good Samaritan Hospital, died and whooping cough. Stop the
at that institution, and her remains . time—One Minute Cough Cure 1st
have been shipped to Springfield, best remedy. Har
mless and pleas-
Ill., for burial. The girl was taken ant.
 Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
••••••••••
••••••••••
••••••••••
OHRISTMAS 
I PRESENTS I
•
• +V
: WE HAVE 1HEM AND THEY A
RE USEFUL
•
• 
•• PLUSH LAPIi0BE
•
•
• RIDING SADDLE
•
4o. BUGGY A
T d.OST
•
• BRIDLES
I 
HORSE COVERS
LEGGINS
•
• iãi WHIPS 10c to $2.50
•
• • BUGGY HARNESS
•
• 0
• A Fine Assortment of
• •
.• 4111 Heavy Wagon Harness
•
• At Prices that will interest you.
 Come and see
• what we have.
•
•
•?, A unto 0. fin
km 1 11101 I C.
•
207 South Street..
short roads.
SUBSCRIBERS
NFollowing IAAni Sub-ave Soon AddOe
'lethal List of the Cumber-land Telephone & Tele-graph Co.—Cut ThisOut and Pests InYour Directory.
'Adams, 0 H, farm
'Anderson, W H 
fii1114iliairi, Dr W D Julian
A4-1 Broad's', 0E farm
11111 Boyd, E D rem
400-4 Caudle, Dr /1:A Newstesd
414-4 0149dy, T farm
• SO 11 Osl$is,EGACo Insurance
401 Dbherity, W C res
119111 Edwards, Dr A H.  office
MR Freeman. Mrs B D rem
404 Gary, It 0 farm
11161 Greenwood, J M farm
4Fal Hancock, W M awl
W J.. ref
.111' Jobpson, 0 P  [SS
11111-1•Ketebum. Dr W H ofBe•
lii Lassy; C F tea
'40 Long A Cooper. office
' '4fty Loos', Stanley Att'y
/MO Merritt, Geo. res,
1401 Majors, Will T farm
41191 MoKnight, I J C.. farm
• OM Majors, U H. farm
1116-4 Meyers, H C term
11.1 Metcalf, John farm
Al L H groceries
4141 Pierce, J H. farm
IN I Pate, Bev. J S. Julien
IN-I Stevenson, Ed farm
NI Taylor, Hancock Jr res
4144 Thurman, J C farm
4114 Terrell, J W farm
Ilk Williamson, W E re.
41II Willie, J T !SS
SUM Waller, Huston...... Insurance
Oteseent Milling Company private
branch exchange. Call 36 for the
following parties:
4 Clark, J. M.
6 Clark, 0 M.
Carlos*, G. W.
• I Janson, J. D.
4 Morris, J. R.
9 Rogers, R. A.
' 1 Yost, Y. K.
IN CASH OF NINA CALL NO. 88.
• d&wlt
Christian Circuit Court.
The Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane and S.
W. Hager, Auditor of Public
Accounts, for the State of
Kentucky, suing In the name
of the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane. Plaintiffs
vs. Petition it. Equity.
W. P. Winfree, as committee
of, and as administrator of,
Chita. Harry, deceased tic.,
Deendants.
The plaintiffs praying that this
cause be referred to the Master Com-
missioner of this court to advertise
'Tor and hear proof of claims against
the estate of Chas. Harry, deceased.
It is therefore now ordered by this
court that all persons bating elalms
.•44tiast said decedent, Chas. Harry,
estate, appear before Douglas
/4411, Master Commissioner of this
court, in or before January 14, 1906,
present said claims and prove same
as required by law, and said Master
Commissioner will at once ascertain
and prove said claims, and make
due report thereof to this court, at
It. next February term, 1906
w 4 t C. R. CLARK. C.C. C.
By T. E. LA WSON, D. C.
CASTOR IA
Tor labiate and Children.
lloo KM You Hm Ahvoys Sought
Dears eke
1111giatare of
,
TO I MILD WINTOI
"INFALLIBLE SIGNS" ARENOT POINTING.
Now Some People Forecast
The Weather—The Fam-
ous Coosebone.
Many people are interested in the
question as to what kind of a winter
is likely to be the portion of the peo-
ple of this section of the country. In
fact there are few persons who are
not more or less inter.,sted in the
weather probabilities for the coming
Winter which is now just setting in.
One among the chief infallible
means of Lrecasting the coming
winter is the goose-bone method.
Thousands of people believe in this
and no amouut forego their belief.
The goosebone this year shows a
mild winter, but there are occasion
dark spcte which forecast spell's of
severe cold and rough weather.
Other signs bear out the prediction
of the gooeebone. One of these is the
cora husks. They are. very thin on
the ears of corn this year and those
who believe in this sign are positive
the winter will be a mild one. Then
the squirrels were inactive this fall;
they are not busy as they always are
when they know a severe winter is
coming and instead of hurrying about
gathering nuts and storing them
away they are seen lastly lounging
abou$ on the branches of the trees
sunning themselves content with
the knowledge that the weather will
be mild and they will have
ample opportunity to hunt their
food as they need it dur-
ing the winter. And the rabbits and
the groundhogs have not exerted
themselvea in fattening up for a long
cold winter to be spent in hibesna-
den, but still remain thin, since they
know they will have no hard time
ending food during the mild winter.
Then, too, the shells on the nuts
at. also thin, and the bark on the
balk on the oak shoots of this year
is smooth instead of rough, the field
Woe are still in the fields and have
not sought barns and cellars. And
one of the best of all sigt.s of a late
and mild winter is that the worms
are still near the surface of the earth.
Added to all these infallible signs
Ii that of the fact that the past sum-
mer has been one of the coolest on
Tea ird and science inclines to the be-
hot that the winter will be mild,
since it will not require much severe
witatber to maintain the normal tem-
pearture for this motion of the year.
Heart Fluttering.
Undigested food and gas in the sto-
mach, located just below the heart,
presses against it and causes heart
palpitation. When your heart trou-
bles you in that way take Herbine
for a few days. You will soon be all
right. 600 at Ray & Fowler.
Tennessee White Corn $2
per gallon at Samuel & Co.
More petroleum has been exported
from the United States In the last
ten months than in any previous
like period. The industry may be
pronouced hi a' thy, having grown
from 21,000,000 gallon. in i,"..50 to 4,-
219,000,000 gallons last year.
No More Suffering.
If you are troubled with indiges-
tion get a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure and see how quick13 it cure
you. Oeo. A. Thompson, of Spencer,
Iowa, says: "Have had dyspepsia
for twenty years. My case was al-
most hopelees. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure was reccinmended and I used
a km bottles of It and it is the only
thing that has relieved me. Would
not be without it. Have doctored
with local physicians and also at
Chicago, and even went to Norway
with hopes of getting some relief,
but Kodol D:.spepsia Cure is the on-
ly remedy that has done me any
good, and I heartily rect.mmend It.
Every person suffering with indiges-
tion or dyspepsia should use it: Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
- —
sun th•Cf ALIN PP C9 Mt X .4a..
Iht CA You Haw Mei s Batt
4
'IMP Early Risers
The famous ante pills.
LEE
For Skin Tortured Babies
and Rest for Tired
Mothers
IMPORTANT PLANT
0 BE ADDED TO HOPKINS
VILLE'S ENTERPRISES.
Articles Are Prepared For
The Kentucky Bed
Company.
Articles of Incorporation have been
prt pared and will be recorded wItb
In a few days for the Kentucky Bed
company with headquarters at Hop-
kinsvlile. The company will do both
a wholesale and retail business in
furniture, but more tspecially will
Warm Baths with they manufacture folding beds andbeds of all kinds. The affairs of C•ele
And gentle anointings
with CUTICURA
Ointment, the great Skin
Cure, and purest and
sweetest of emollients.
It means instant relief and
refreshing sleep for tot-
tured, disfigured, itching,
and burning babies, and
rest for tired, fretted
mothers, when all else
fails.
Sold threu0out the world. Cutleore Snap. 01nt-
meta, PUe., Reeolvent, 50.. On tom of Chocolat,. Owed
Pill., 25e. per vial of 50). Depot.: 1.4,ndon, V Charter-
louse Sq. ;Peri& 55.e de la Pei. Boston, IV Culumbua
•ve. Putter Dreg & Chen, Corp., Pole Prop..
&mod foe •How to Cure Baby attaara."
INSPECTS REMIT.
New Official Located at I.
C. Depot.
Mr. A. W. Pulliam, of Vie South-
ern liNeighing and Inspection Bu
reau of Cincinnati, has been permi-
t ently located at the Illinois Central
railroad depot here for the purpose
of inspecting all freight either ship-
ped or received. This is in accord-
ance with the action of a number of
the leading railroads of the country
in order to protect themselves from
the forwarding of freight under a
wrong classification.
The railroads in the combination
bear the expense of these inspectors.
These inspectors have the right to
investigate the contents of any car
or package of freight to see that it
contains the class of goods claimed
by the shipper in his way bill. If it
is found to be correct it is shipped on
as billed, but if it is properly classi-
fied the eorrectrons are made and
changes made in the ratiland amount
of freight charged.
Beware of Counterfeits.
"DeWitt's is the only genuine
Witch Hazel Salve" writes J. L
Tucker, of Centre. Ala. "I have
used it in my family for piles, cuts
and burns for years and can recom
mend it to be the best salve on the
market. Every family ishould keep
it, as it is an invaluable household
remedy, and should always be kept
on hand for immediate use." Mrs.
Samuel Gage, of North Bush, N. Y.,
says: "I had a fever sore on my
ankle for twelve years that the doc-
tors could not cure. All salves and
blood remedies proved worthless. I
could not walk for over two years.
Finally I was persuaded to try De-
Witt's ` Nita, Hazel salve, which has
completely cured me. It is a won-
derful relief." DeWitt's Witch Ha-
zel Salve cures without leaving a
scar. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Life Sentence.
—•-
0111e Brown, alias Lieitney, has
been sent to the penitentiary for life
by the Eddyville circuit court. This
is his third sentence. Ile served seri -
fences of one and three years before;
from Paducah for one year for shoot-
leg at Officer Wm. Sohnson. and for
a like offence, three years from Hop-
kinsville.
The charge that landed Brown in
the peiAtentlary was that of mall.
e handy cutting Joe Meanly, the col-
ored exotirsloin protnoter, while this
latter was defending Cond %letter M
Mils, when Brown tried to take pos-
seselon of the itssengsr train.- Kut•
time Times.
a-
romps: y will be trantsected by a
board of right directors who will
elout a president, vice president, sec-
retary, treasurer and general malin-
ger, if necessary. The capital stock
is $4,000 divided into eighty shares of
$50 each. T410 incorporators are: M
V. Dulin, M. F. Crenshaw,J. F. Ga -
nett. R. E. Cooper, T. W. Blakey, It.
H. Honand, C. F. Jarrett and Wel
ter M. West. It is understood that
the new folding bed patented lately
by A. W. Pyle aid which promises
to be one of the most valuable beds
of the sort on the marzet will be In-
o'rried in the output of the company's
rectory.
Coughing Spell Caused
Death.
"Harry Duckwell, aged 25 yearr,
choked to death early yesterday
morning at his home in the presence
of his wife and child. He contracted
a slight cold a few days ago and paid
but little attention to it. Yesterday
morning he was seised with a fit of
coughing which continued for some
time. His wile sent for a physician,
but before he could arrive, another
coughing spell came on and thick-
well died from suffocation.—St. Lou-
is Globe Democrat. Dec. 1, 1901 "
Bailard's linrehotnid Syrup Nould
have saved him. '960, We, and $1.00 at
Ray & Fowler's.
ktgebblePreparatinatorAs-
simEatirgthig the Stomachs anclBovor
4,.` I 1111 till' 's
Promotes Digestion,Cheertul-
ness and Rest.containg neither
,Morphine nor Mineral.
OT NARC 0 TIC .
. • •
Ars; ae 01•149-S.414ZEIMER
Rep& Sea -
414goac
.46r4levom •
asoldis Id* -
Aim Sart •
A pacer! Remedy for Constipa-
lion, Sour Stotnach,Diarrhoea
Worms ,Comulsions ,Feverish-
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Fir Simile Signature or441,592 -
NEW YORK.
Exacr copy OP WRAPPER.
ASTPer Infants and
The Kind You
Always B
Bears the
Signature
of
For Over
Thirty Year
••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• When Other Cigars Can't Please•
• TR.ir A
•
I Gold S
FIVE CENT CIGAR.
ai • IAlways the Same! I Always the Best!94.7.th. ni Eild Yell Rs. Ain's Bktd ••••••••••••••••••••••••••ingtat
ofus
20111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••011100
We Show An Attractive A sort moot of•
1 Useful ,Holiday
• XMAS WiL141;2117
I SUIT SPECIALS! A Xmas Present?
o Men's Suits made in assorted
and need:,
Cassimeree and Cheviots
W well tailored  
 
$5
• trimmed 
• Men's Suits, fancy Cheviotts
• all sizes, stouts. slime $ 0
and fancies, Christ-
n-as special at 
•
•
•
•
10
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Men's Suits, hand-tailored from
•business suit that will $ 5fine worted, the Ideal
• please 
A pretty Tie, 25c to 75c
A fancy Shirt,50c to 1.50
A white Shirt,50c to 1.50
Pr Suspenders, 25c to 75c
A neat Sweater, - 50c
Pretty nightShirt 50c to$1
Fancy Muffler 50c to 250
1-2 doz. Hose, 50c to $3
1, A Pair Gloves 25c to 1.50
Silk H'd'k'f, 25c to $1
A Suit Underwear, 50c
A good Umbrella 50c up
$114111114essiburct do.
MINIM Iftw VOR.
Stetson's Brown
nCrease CrowYou should see
Call at Our Store and
Look Over our Stock.
A Brown Stiff HatIs the Swell
Hat.
+++.444+4444-+++44444-44.4444•4444444-444+++++•-•-•44444-e•
7.;..'.w.100.eitsdirosttr...tvizite+ +52 it
nor ovine et.
only 
to- Ilvht
and hescs•
$1250
Men's; Overcoat. made
floe Vienna and Kermess.
eat designs. with and
Without belts.
$15 and et
WALL MI
(
"9- --vaisegkA.,A
lbe defeated eandldates lu
rase whieb was polled
fI bkill110 Me primary else •
, threatened to oentest,
9110Atiffersoose have been ed-
ited the defeated Mies will
sp fcr the nominees. The threat
blrellitht about by the vote being
‘411111111. between two or three of th
e
hos. The board of election
nen met Tuesday and
Isd esnifiestes of election to all
tobobilneos.-Madisot.ville Graph-
1 1111101C FIREMAN
)111111 HHI LIFE IN TRAIN
WRECK
141491‘In Me Princeton
trard9-4100ne else
Injured.
Theta iirsa a fatal bead-end 00111-
WO* PrIaoston yards of the IL:,
• bistro!, Eva.uville district,
afternoon in which George
?ire Silbert, of Paducah, fireman on
S t lb. engines, was Instantly
crew on the regular freight
and estlaped injory but Gil.
1111111t lab caught In the debris and he
• killed. The ears of both
Were badly wreaked and in
sevyar was knee deep.
five ears were completely.
up and the damage to the
ent and freight will amount
I deal.
4B J. Amway, traveling engin-
the Louisville division of the
in the city and says of
Gilberte death.
who say they saw On-
to stop the oncoming freight
liiilatting, give the dcad fin-k for one of the bravest
91419111sot on record. It is
he saw the train coming,
It was going too fast,
it down. He evideutly for-
lgetirporti in trying to stop
bit be roma/00d on his en-
was killed."
kale which struck the extra
ebarge of Eugiueer Sexton
44111 said the brakes refused to
Obi the train conilag down the
*anted on by its own rue-
PED I PUPIL
'(Opeeial to New Era.)
ORLEANS, Dee. 10.-E. E.
was shot through the head
tly killed by Prof. J. E.
aid at Magee, Miss., where
is the principal of the
. Mangum remoostratod
ward because the latter
adpletered a ...were whippiug
boigarn's 15-year-old s
t,st his temper and shot
ard through the wrist. Wood-
was banded *pistol by a by-
, -
and shot Mangum through
ellitad. Woodward is under gnarl
is residence.
CHRISTMAS
RESENTS
BtaiLtiful Medallions
Efasome Mirrors
tOilet Sets,
Bibles,
:Story Booxs, etc.
Aiso a very fine line of
band-painted
Stic-e-Brac.
,
'MR
FARMERS OATH ER HERE
THURSDAY, DEC. 29.
Chairman Jones Issues Call
For a.Meeting of Much
Importance.
To the Farmers and Tobacco Grow
en of Christian Coutty:
A meeting of the Planters' Darld
Tobacco Protective Association is
called to meet at the courthouse in
Hopkinsville, Ky., on Thursday,
DecieMber 99, 1904, at 10110 a. m.
Col. F. G. Ewing, president of the
association, Mr. John E. Garner, Mr.
John B. Alien, and ethers will be
present and address the meeting and
explain the objects and purposes of
the association acid what it has
ready accomplished. Every farmer
and everyone interested in the batter
prise of tobacco in Christian and the
adjoining counties is urged to be
present, and we most earnestly ask
all such to stand together and sot to
sell or dispose of their tobacco until
they come and bear and understand
what has been accomplished hy the
oaten. of farmers, as expressed
through this association. The aim
of this association is not to force the
buyers to pay an exorbitant price,
but to Obtain a just and living price
for our tobacco, which we can surely
do if we stand together. Nearly ev-
ery county in tbe dark tobacco dis-
trict is better organised than Chris-
tian. Let us not be behind our neigh-
bors. Come, and urge your neigh-
bors to come. E. D. JONES,
Chairman Christian Co.
— —
Mrs. Waller 111.
Pro/. Glenn, editor of the Graphic,
left Saturday morning for Florida
where be was called by the sickness
of his dough ter, Mrs. John T. Waller,
who has been there some time for
her health. Hs does not know just
how long he will be absent.-Madi-
sonv ille' Graph lc.
Tabernacle Course.
The *Meson tickets are now ready,
and can be secured at the Bank of
Hopklinville, and as the Sec'y. and
Treas. is very busy, he asks that fill
who suksoribed for tickets will kind-
ly call at the bank and have same
reserved. Tbe seats will be reserved
on the "lint come, first served" plan
and, while there will be seats for all,
it is an advantage to reserve early
and get choice of seats. For the ben-
efit of some who have always "had a
pass" will say that no one will be al-
lowed to attend tabernacle this sea-
son without a ticket. In making the
witness; quite a number of people
said to the secretary that they never
did pay at the tabernacle, had •pass
etc. eta. Now we beg to say this,
that this pass business has been cut
olf. and all who fail to provide tick-
ets, c.iii not be admitted. We make
this statement that you may avail
y.,ormelf of the choap season tickets.
It may he hard to see your neighbor
atteild these attractions for 26 cents
eech, when you pay 60 cents at the
door, now to avoid this get yourself
a course ticket.
UNION TABERNACLE A semis:now,
By H. L. MoP HERRON,
Sec. and Treas.
LOST-Sunday, a gold and lava
brooch. Return to this office for re-
ward. d 1 t
_ -
Made T. C. Engineer.
L. F. Lounbladb has been made
chief engineer of the Tennessee Con-
teal Railroad, vice W. N. McDonald,
reeigned. It will be remembered
that Mr. McDonald retired from the
position of engineer of maintenance
of way several weeks ago and the of-
fice was then abolished. Mr. Lonn-
bladh was placed in charge of the
duties of the plain temporarily acd
has novo been made Willa engine. r
pe rat anen
Prof. Lookyear's Lecture.
Prof. Lockyear, president of Lock-
year's Business College. Evansville.
Ind., will deliver a lecture at Little
Union next Frtday night, Dec. 23rd.,
the proceeds from which will be do-
nated to the library fund of the Lit-
tle Union school. The price of ad-
mission has beet, made twenty cents
for adults and ten cents for children.
This low price of admission should
Insure a crowded house. Prof. Lock-
year has the reputation of being a
good lecturer and those who hear
him will be both entertained and
benefited.-Marlon Sun.
BIG STOCK ISSUE
BY THE CUMBERLAND
TELEPHONE COMPANY
Capital To Be Increased To
Enlarge Its Facili-
ties.
At the next stook holders meeting
of the Cumberland Telephone & Tel-
egraph Company, whit% will be held
In Hopkinsville, arrangements will
.be fluids for increasing. the capital t4
extend its linos and enlarge its facil-
ities. 4
Since the organisation of the corn.l,
many demand for telephone facilitiel
has rapidly lecreased, and in ordei
to satisfy this increasing demand;
the expenditure of large sums of
money has been necessary. To se
cure necessary capital for the exten-
sion of its lines and enlargement of
its facilities the company has resort-
ed from time to time to the issuance
or additional stock. UP to the pres-
ent time there has been issued by the
company $11,000,000 of stock, the1
amount of stock outstanding havingt
been increased to this amount by the
issuance of $2,000 000 of stock about
eighteen months ago.
On Feb. 1 the company has an;
flounced ever 16 per cent. of the
stock of the company at present out.'
standing. The stock, which will be
boded, Is is customary, will be sold
to stockholders at par. Each stock-
holder, for every seven shares of
stook held by him, will have the
privilege of buying one share of the
new stock at par. As the stock of
the company is at present quoted a
128, no doubt is entertained that the
new issue of stock will be eagerly
bought up by the stockholder..
Some important construction work
has recently been begun by the com-
pany, and is nor progressing. For
carrying on this work and for doing
other work which may be necessary
to meet increasing demand for tele-
phone facilities the proceeds from
the sale of the stock, which will be
sold next February, wile be used.
Several long distance telephone
lines are now under consteuclion.
PLEA FOR ANIMALS.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, 1., Dec. 20.-
"Please blanket your horse." '
The above request Is beir.g made
I) Louisville business men, cabmen
and expressmen who have horees
that are required to be out in the
cold weather a greater part of the
time. The crusade for the comfort of
the dumb animals is being made by
toe Kentucky Humane society, and
their azents are busy distributing
hand bills inscribed, "Please blank-
et your horse."
Sugg Contests.
Charles E. Sugg has filed &petition
before the Henderson county Demo-
°ratio committee contestirg the
nomination of L. W. Powell for
county clerk, in which he alleges
fraud in several precincts, charges
that an election officer was drunk,
and that two of the members of the
canvassing board were ineligible.
Ouniswee Banquet.
—
Illeds1 111p=ella Ouro The annual banquet of the Gums-
SSt wee club will take pleas Deeeln er
tiraittl.StUtrititretz 4.1
t.
es-
?OLP OF PEE
HAS BEEN PURSUED IN-
VARIABLY BY CHINA.
Address By Minister C hen-
tung-His Country's Re-
cuperative Powers.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 20.-81r
Chenttmg Lieng-Cheng, Chinese
minister to the United States, to-
night addressed the American
Academy of Political and Socha Sci-
ences on "China's Traditional Poli-
cy." He said in part:
"For two thousand years China
has not swerved an iota from steadi-
ly pursuing a consistent policy of
peace. This may be put down to the
fact that all the men who have play.
ed a proininent part in Chinese af-
fairs have invariably been true fol.
lowers of Confucius. The result is
that in China the saying, 'The pen
Is mightier than the sword' is not a
high-sounding boast, but an active
principle of government. It is the
scholar that is today the ruler of till
empire. The soldier holds a Iowa!
place.
"It may be urged that the Chinese:
people have brought much unneces
eary suffering upon themselves by
their firm adherence to the priuci-
ples of peace. Ills true that they
have left their country practically
exposed to foreign invasions. They
maintain no effective army; thiy
have no battleships. These weak-
nesses are patent to all.
"But China's strength does not lie
so near the surface. Perhaps the se-
verest crisis which the nedion has
gone through was in the thirteenth
century when the Mongols under
Genghls Khan swept everything be-
fore them. From this staggering
blow China recovered with astonieh-
log rapidity.
"This wonderful recuperative pow-
er must be sought in the sterling
character of the people themselves.
'They may be wanting in those ebowy
qualities of mind and body which
toe people of the west admire and
cultivate, but they are endowed to
an eminent degree with those hardy
virtues which tell most in the strug-
gle for existence, namely, patience,
industry and thrift.
Your Christmas Present.
For an A. No. 1 Christmas present,
nothing will compare with a ticket
for the Hopkinsville Lyceum and
Alumnae club course. The single
season tickets only cost $1 50. The
season tickets are nicely gotten up,
and such a present would be appro.
elated, by any one, old or young.
The tickets can be purchased at the
Bank of Hopkinsville, and can also
be reserved for the entire course,
with no additional charge.
H. L. McPherson,
Stic'y. and Treas.
Appointed Agent.
E. L. Carnes!, of Pembroke, I Ili
located in Providence to act as agent
for the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company. Mr. Carneal is an agree-
able young gentleman and comes to
our town well recommended.-Prov-
idence Enterprise
I!AiLLS liV 
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A splendid tonic for the hair, makes the hair grou,
Always restores color to gray hair, all the dark, rich
Stons falling hair, also. Sold for fifty years. "
We have these watches in many
and styles mid many others of
makes. When you desire to purObs.4a
watch mall in and let us help you to ubiert
one. We will surely tell you the trail)"
about them and will not ask you double
their. vales.
Our prices are Uniform and as
Low as any honest firm can afford
to sell them. Respectfully,
M. D. KELLY.
FOR STANDARD TIME see the big
clock on top of our Jewelry Store on Main
street, opposite the court house, thet has
;riven the correct time to Hopkinsville for
21 years.
te.34,3p)990.3
Our
Art Dispay
0.11S
it THIS season is something wOnderful
A collection far better than is us-
ually found in a town of this Size. It
consists of original water colors from
the celebrated Italian artist Sigani and
others of equal note. Knaffl's haads and
three-quarter lengths, Pa4tels, Crayons,
Photo Prints, Platnums and many oth-
.irs. We would be glad for yott to see
them. Drop in some time and we will
take pleasure in showing you to line.
Fine Pictures is 00e of
Our Hobbies.
Hopper & Kirdildil.,`;
ii*E4**tg
jil
4 
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; WINTER TERM 1
• At I
ilockyear's Busines College!
'Begins Monday, January 2nd, lig
I 'Co;J)‘04
ut4
Book-keeping, Penmanship, Arithmetic, Corre-
spondence, Punctuation.
Shorthand and Typewriting taukht by experi-
enced teachers.
Special inducements to all who enter
: at the beginning of the term.
Class rooms on Main street over W.
I T. Cooper's grocery. 1,
Write for rates of tuition and tirculars giving
full particulars.
•
••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••
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A cough more
.1?
c's a settled cold.
aangs on in spite of
..an do. Cough mix-
_don't cure it because
are merely for a cough
.4 this is something more.
Scott's Emulsion cures the
ugh because it cures the
mething more. It ,healsand repairs the inflamed
tissues where the cold has
taken root and prevents its
coming back
we', mid yes • sample he. emu request.lICArTY .0t BOWN/loor. Pearl Street. New v..5
,11(ealitS
moorito Indigestion. Ninety-nine downy
'Om hundred people who have heart troubleGanamember when it was simple indige..
-des. h la a scientific fact that all oases of, hoses Menus. not organic. are not onlytraissable to, but are the direct result of !nth-gestios. All food taken into the stomachwhielefitils of perfect digestion ferments andswellstbe stomach, puffing it up against thebeset. This interferes with the action ofthe hark and in the course of time thatOle* but vital organ becomes diseased./b. D. trosble. al Timmie. 0.. says: I had stonwebWM. sod ma is • bed eau sat bad heart troubleMOIL hack Koiol Dminesie Care for *bout fourMOM arta oared me.
Kodol Prole Whet You ltat
sad rename the stomach of all nervousstride and the heart of all pressure.liellimembr. 81.00 She baldest 256 times the antelne.whkth trells for 150c.Prepnred tar I. 0.0sWITT di 00.. ON10.400.
• Sold by R. 0. Hardwick
Nasal
'CATARRH
In all its stages.
Ely's Cream Bala
eissassa. soothes and Male
the diseased membrane.
liars. estarrb mid drives
sway a cold to the head
Omani Balm la placed into the noMille,spreadeewer the membrane and is absorbed. Belief Is Surmall.0. and • cun follows. It Is not drying—domam rodeos seeming. Large Sim, 00 Medal at Drug-gists or by man; Trial size, no cents.
JILT 8110ThElta, ss Warren Sued. New York
It Is In
Your Hand
Money depoeited here is as easily
reached by the right owner as thoughit was in his owl, picket. It can bedrawn on at any time and any placeBut it is safe from thieves.
PLANTERS BANK
til TRUST COMPANY
is equipped wilh uinth-rn burglar
and fire proof vaults which are z-al.
ously guarded idea ono day. The
management. insures absolute sere r-ity. Rusin °BB is transected on a cafe
and conservative haste
Illinois
Central
Railroad
TIME
1114,9* CAID
Effective SurdaytApril 3rd
NO. 338, DAILY.Leaves Hopkinsville 6-44 a nArrive. Princeton 
" h 
7:40 aPaduca  rr9'25
 a m
" Cairo. 
 11:36 a mArrives
 St. Lome
 
 
 6:16 p inArrives Chicago
NO. 334, DAILY Leaves FIopkineville 12:45 • mArrives Princeton 
 1:66 p m" Henderson. 
 6:60 p m
" Evansville. 
 6:46 n m
10:60 p m
Leaves Princeton 
 2:08 p mArrives Louisville 7:00 p mLeaves Princeton 8-00
 p mArrives Paducah. 4.16
 p m
11:00 p m
10:00 a m
Arrives Memphis. /arrives New 011esas 
— —
NO 840 DAILYLeaves Hopkinsville 
 
 4:30 p inArrives Princeton.. 8:80
 p mLeaves Princeton 2.57
 amArrives Louisville 7:60 a mLeaves Princeton 2.0,35 a mArrives Memphis 8.20
 a in" New Orleans 766
 pm
No 341 daily ar.Hopk insville 9:40a iftNo 333 daily arrives " 8:60 p mNo 881 daily, arrives " 10:26 p n.F. W. Harlow, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky. E. C. COON,
Agt., Honkinsville
W Harlow r) P A, Louisville.A J McDougall, D PA, New OrleansA H Hanson, G PA, Chicago,,Joe A /Mott, A G P A, Meniplits
CIIMILESM.LITHAM ROUSING MEETING
DIES AT HIS HOME OF
HEART FAILURE.
Mrs. Stevinson Succumbs
To Paralysis—Death Of
Mrs. Maddox.
(From Monday's Daily)
Mr. Chas, M. Latham died Sunday
night at his home on East Seveiith
street. His health had not been good
for some time, but his death was
wholly unexpected and the announce.
meat conies as a shock to the wide
circle of his friends and acquaint-
ances. It was not until yesterday
afternoon that alarming symptoms
developed after an attack of a heart
affection to which he was subject.
and about 8 o'clock last night he
passed away as peacefully as a child
falling to sleep.
Mr. Latham was one of Hopkins-
vine', best known citizens. For years
he was a leading merchant and a
potent factor in advancing the com-
mercial interest-fs.and furthering the
general prosperity of the city. He
retired from the mercantile field
about ten years ago and devoted his
time to private business affairs, but
his interest in the welfare of Hop-
kinsville and her citizens continued
active, and he was ever ready with
his means and advice to promote
the public;good.
Mr. Latham was about f] ft y
years of age and was a native of this
city, and the second son of the late
John C. Latham, who was a foremost
citizen and president of the Bank 01
Hopkinsville. His mother, the ven-
erable Mrs. Virginia G. Latham, his
brother, Mr. John C. Latham, of
New York, and his sister, Mrs. Re-
becca Latham, survive him, and the
sympathy of the community is ex-
tended to them in their bereavement
Mr. Latham leaves three children,
two daughters and a son, John C.
Latham, Jr., who is now a cadet at
United States naval academy at An-
tiapoiis, Md.
The decsa.ed was a gentleman of
distinguished appearance and court-
ly manners. He was a !nail of getter-
C (Is impulses, and in a quiet, unos-
teutatious way was liberal in his
charities. Many met found his
frieedship a gracious boon, and those
who knew him best loved him most.
Funeral arrangements have not
teen completed. The interment will
take place in Hopewell cemetery.
-
-
Mrs. Nancy P. Stevinson, whose
critical condition following a second
attack of paralysis was noted Satur-
day in the New Era, died Sunday
morning at her home on North Main
street. She was seventy-four ears
of age, having been born in this
county, near Beverly, February 26,
1830. She was a Miss Lander,a mem-
ber of a pioneer family. The deceas-
ed was a noble Christian womaii, the
last charter member of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church ofthis city.
Her long life was one of constant
usefulness fled all who earn, within
the radius of her influence wsre bet-
ter for it. Three daughters survive
her. They are Miss Bettie Stevinson,
Mrs. R 0 Reeder and Mrs. A. J.
Reeder. She had one living brother,
Mr. William Lander, of Princeton.
Funeral services were held this after-
noon at two o'clock et the late resi-dence, ad the body was laid to restin Hopewell cemetery.
Mrs. Thomas Maddox died Satur-
day at her home near Caledonia in
Trigg county, of consumption. She
was about forty years of age and her
husband and three children survive
her. Interment took place yesterday
in the family burying ground.
Exposure to a sudden climatic
change proOuces cold in the head
and catarrh is apt to follow. Provid-
ed with Ely's Cream Balm you are
armed against Nasal Catarrh. Price60 cents at Druggists or Ely Broth-
ers, 56 Warren street, New York,
will mail it. The Balm cures with. 
outpain, does not irritate or cause
sneezing. It spreads itself over anirritated and angry surface, relievingimmediately the painful inflamma-
tion, cleanses and cures. Cream Bairn
quITZly cures the cold.
OF TOBACCO CROWERS
AT PEMBROKE.
Effective Addresses Ev
Prominent Members Of
Association.
PEMBROKE, Dec. 19.—(Special)
—Notwithstanding the blinding snow
storm that was raging a large and
representative crowd of farmers
gathered at the opera house to hear
the tobacco growers 'organization the
cussed Saturday afternoon. The
meeting was presided over by Coun-
ty President C. E. Barker, who, in
introducing Mr. Ewing briefly out-
lined the situation, stating the pur-
pose of the meeting, and to his Un-
tiring energy and goo6 judgment is
due largely the success of the meet-
ing.
Mr. F. G. Ewing, chairman of the
executive aominittee of the Dark
District Planters' association, ad-
dressed the meeting arid urged larger
co-operation among farmers in their
own interests. His remarks were
frequently applauded.
Next came Mr. James E. Garner,
Jr., who made an eloquent appeal to
the farmers, which, judging from the
enthusiasm which was created among
those present, will result in many of
them entering the organization. He
affirmed that tobacco had been put
down by an organization of buyers
and it will go up as the result of
organization upon the part of pro-
ducers.
He declared that the man who
fails to join and stick to it is not do-
ing justice to his country, the price
that would be a reasonable compen-
sation for the production being im-
possible without organization. His
fund of anecdotes was full and rare.
Lack of confidence, said he, upon the
part of farmers is largely responsi-
ble for their failure to join the organ-
ization. He explained at much
length the operations of the tobacco
trust and urged the farmers to stand
as toes are doing all over the tobacco
belt. Mr. Garner explained also
the prices and revenue derived by
France, Spain. Italy, Austria and
Portugal, who buy and sell their pur-
chases of tobacco to their people and
maintain the business as a govern-
ment monopoly. He stated that the
Austrian government bought a $16,-
000,000 purchase of tobacco in this
dark district and sold it for $42,000,-
000. He explained that the foreign
governments sold their purchases
last year at $1 29 per pound. But
three things, said he, were necessary
to succeed. First—"Go to work."
Second—work. Third—work.
Mr. John B. Alien, a Confederate
veteran, was the next speaker. He
was enthusiastically received and
spoke to the association in an earn-
est and convincing manner. He ask-
ed for a fair deal, courting the fullest
and freest investigation of his state-
ments. His statements were the
crystalizations of a broad and suc-
cessful business career. He asserted
that the corporations had caused ev-
ery independent buyer to fall in his
county but one. He referred to the
situation in Robinson and Stewart
counties, Tenn., as solid. The or-
ganization there being well nigh
perfect. He had a practical guaran-
tee of eignt cents per pound for his
tobacco this year, as did all others.
In conclusion, he said, judging from
the interest manifested and the
large number present, that there was
not a wagon-dog in the bunch, if
there was and they could not and
would not line up and shoot for high-
or prices, they could go to the rear
and then plunder the battlefield aft-
er the fight was over.
Mr. Ewing was recalled and an-
swered some practical questions
whieli those present desired to ask.
The probabilities are that a large
warehouse will he secured in Pem-
broke and many of the farmers who
are not prepared to prize their crors
will store their tobacco here.
Mr. Ewing insisted that in order
to get the best results it must be put
•
in hogsheads. A large number of
those present, representing a largedistrict and much of the present
crop in the community, pledged
theinvelves to co-operate for the se-
curing of more satisfactory prices.
At the meeting 650,000 pounds were
pledged to the association.
ACT QUICKLY.
Delay Has Been Dangerous
In Hopkinsville.
Do the right thing at the righttime.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Backadhe is kidney danger,
Doan Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kid:
ney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this
Mrs. 0. P. Lewis, wife of 0. P.Lewis, blacksmith 'and general repalrer, living at 508 N. Virginia St.,:
says: "Acting urea the advice offriends I pr mured a bpx of Doan's IKidney Pills at L. A. Johneon's1drug store and tried them for kidney,
complaint from which I had been a
constant sufferer for a long time!past. My back bad been in such al
condition that it VMS the greateet for hats, call anddistress for me to stoop or lift any-thing but I had taken only a fewdoses of the pills when I felt greatlybenetitted. • 'I he kidneys were
strengthen and the aching in myback relieved. My daughter, Mrs.Wm. J. robin, who also complained
a great deal of her back, used Doan'sKidney Pills and was similarly ben-efitted. I take pleasure in recom-
mending this remedy to others."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,New York, sole agents for the UnitedStates.
Remember the name Doan's andtake no other.
-••••••••••+++,
TO IMPROVE AND PRESERVE YOUR
USE
Nadine Face Pow
cowerhotted to Grecs laic&
STJ PRETO& QUALITY
NNQUISITNLY PUB
Compounded and partialnewly discovered process Shagproves beauty and is handselter. Produces • basaUtal megappearance widen ressidaswashed off. Ladies who useFara Powder are sure sheion will be fresh and lowly aiof evening. Unequalled to
and quantity.
Once Tried, Always
• Money yetundwdir not ased. White, flesh, Bruhett, prim 00c by all leading drugless or mei.NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.Sold in Hopkinsville by L. A. Johnson, L. L. Elea,Hardwick and all !druggists,
DeWitt's Eht SalveFor Plies, Burns. Soros.
$ 14rSeason fur C
is ov and you are now ready
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF T
PRICES I AM MAKING ON
READY-TO-WEAR AND
TRIMMED HATS
Also Childl ren's Hats and Headwear-
The riopular priced milliher.
Miss F4unie B. Rogers1 210 8. /lain St.
All the Latest I proved
Pistols and
Hammer
the
Hammer
Absolutely Safe
Accidental Discharge
Impossible
We would also call your
Large Stock
lot Guns
ttention to our
of
RANGES, HEATING
and COOK STOVE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE Oaised by over six hun-dred users in Christian county. The Reiliance, Never Break, Del-mar and several other of cheaper Makes. The old reli ablESTATE OAK heater, Moore's Air Tight, Bloore's Oak, Rolm%Oak. Wonder Oak, Vulcan Jewel and many others too numerousto mention. All of these stoves are not the BEST, but SOME ofthem are, and if you will call and see us we will point out ithebest ones for you. We have no big snake or elephant on exhfttion but unsurpassed bargains in above lines.
Call and see us.
iforks Manta C
?AewmibbaAmmmmm wow Amor
excavations For Foundation
Will Likely Be Started
Next Week.
(From Saturday's Daily)
,The site for the handsome Young
en's Christian association building
has been purchased.
The home of the institution which
pro sea so much for the pleasure
, welfare of the youth ef Hopkins-
will be on Ninth street, adja-
t to the Cumberland Tslepliolie
IFelegraph building.
-.t
lineation is so Ideal one for
in purpose to which it will be put.
les central location will make itr,
easily accessible to all the members
itad its environments are excellent
in every way.
The lot was purohasea train Messrs.
A. C. iind Thomas Oversbiner and
Mrs. White and the consideration
Was 92.300, which includes two dona-
tions to the building fund. The
property is torty-six by ninety-four
and of ample size for the con-
n of the building. The executive
committee has secured an option on
a strip of land seventy-two feet long
azad sight feet wide in the rear of the
lot purchased. This may be bought
and a flue bowline alley built for the
C m of the Y. M. C. A.
Ills the purpose of the committee
to lose no time in having the build-
log erected. The final plans and
speellications are being prepared,
and work on the foundation will
—........... 
111100 Reward, 8100.
The readers of this paper will be
leased to learn that there is at least
• dreaded disease that science has
able to cure in all its stagee,and
'toasts catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Only positive cure now known
the medical fraternity. Catarrh
g a constitutional disease, re-
ndres a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-
any, acting directly upon the blood
a nad mucous surfaces of the system,
-4hareby destroying the foundation of
I ,r,ins disease, and giving the patient
idreogth by building up the constitu-
I 4kon and assisting nature in doing Its
#. work. The proprietors have so much
," frith in its curative powers that they
. Ofilar One Hundred Dollars for anyt
e ream that it falls to cure. Send for list
fr'. 
Of testimonials. Address:
i P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
^ ' Mold by Druggists, 76o.
Take Hall's Faintly Pills for oon-
'.etipation.
Notes About People
(From Saturday's Daily)
Judge James Breathitt, of Hop-
kinsville, was in Louisville yester-
day, registering at Seelbach's.—Lou.
leville Courier-Journal.
Miss Letticia Brown, of Lexing-
ton, will arrive this evening to visit
Mts. C. B. Petrie.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. John
Ballard will rejoice to learn that
.iffavc'table reports were received 4rom
ass 'ills physicians today concern-
ing sae condition of their infant son.
fes. Bullard, who has also been
quite Ill In Nashville, is much better.
Misses Emily Tyler, Alice Picker-
ing, Louise Grace, and Hope Graoey
hare reternid to Clarksville after a
pWt to Mrs. Lloyd Whitlow.
Mr. J. P. Johnson, of Bowling'
Green, and Mr. Sam Northington, of
Clarksville, have relented home af-
Imer a visit to Mr. Browne Whitlow.
President William H. Harrison, of ,
Sathel Male College, at Russellville,'
.01/Win the city yesterday to attend
• Wm Oh& kley-Downer nuptials.
41I1.1kiward Brown, of Mt. Ver-
re., is visiting his daughter
•JIrs. B. J. Matthews, on Ninth
(Prom Pkiday's Daily.)
Ms Kate Payton, of Pembroke,
Mir Kate Donhay, of Missouri,
the guest* of the family of Squ're
Campbell.
-Sr. 'Why Laffoon, of Madison.
is ln Ott city visiting relative.
*jailing with his friends. He
Saturday for county
of Hopkins in the Demo-
primary.
L. D. Hoekersinith is in Hop-
tbo bedside other
etaa=, who is
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dee. 17.—
reparations of the
most elaborate
charaAer are being
made for the forth-
coming inaugura-
tion of President
Roosevelt aid Vice
President-elect Faiebanks. The re
rnarkable 7Ictory which President
Roosevelt won at the polls has in-
spired the disfranchised citizens of
Washington to outdo all their pre-
view; eff.srts. Debarred by law from
any voice In the choice of a piesi-
dent, inauguration day is the only
(thence they have of getting aboard
the popular band-wagon.
One of tne wags in the Republican
cloak-room is responsible for this
story about Representative Ketcham,
of New York, who is quite deaf.
"Ketcham went to a dinner night,"
the tale runs, "and eat next to a lady
who tried to make him as comfort-
able as pose.b1:. There was some
fruit on the table, and she asked
him: "Do you like bananas?
" 'De YOU like bananas?"
" 'No,' Ketcham replied, 'I never
wear them. I stick to the old-fash-
ioned night shirt.' "
"There is an old negro down in my
town." said John Sharp Williams,
the Democratic leader of the house,
"who did me a service. I wanted to
reward him, so I said:
•'Uncle, which shall I give you—
a ton of coal or a bottle of whiskey?'
" 'Fob de Lewd! Massa John,' he
replied, 'you-all shorely knows I
buhn wood.' "
' Funny thing," remarked Repre-
sentative Fred Landis of Indiaaa, as
a man passed him on the street who
looked haughtily at him and refused
to acknowledge Landis' nod—"funny
thing about that chap. He lives in
my district. I mede an innocent lit-
tle remark about him one day and
he's been sore about it ever since,"
"What was it?"
"Why, / merely bald he was so
crooked you couldn't back him into
a roundhouse.
OF NASHVILLE DISTRICT SENT TOBACCO TO THE
IS DR. LEWIS. WRONG TOWN.
Former Hopkinsville Minis-
ter Transferred From Mis-
sissippi Conference.
The Rev. John W. Lewis, D. D.,
formerly presiding elder of the Lou-
isvilk dist.Ibt of the M. E. church,
south, has been made presiding elder
of the Nashville district of the Ten-
nessee conference. He has for the
past year been the presiding elder
of the Jackson (Miss.) district.
He is widely known throughout
Kentucky, having earlier in hia ca-
reer as minister been pastor of Hop-
klusville, Bowli.sg Green, and Her-
derson churches.In 1901 he was trans
'erred to the Mississippi conference.
He is one of the most able and
scholarly men in the Southern Meth-
odist church, and has several times
received votes for bishop.
A LIFE MEMBER-
SHIP IN THE TAB-
ARD INN LIBRARY
This grand offer is made
to this station only, and will
close January 1st.
If you like to read you
can't afford to miss it. Any
other time you will pay $5.00
for the same privileges.
You can have this matter
fixed up at
la Ai Johnson&Col's
flopkIfisville Lime Works
wants to SELL you
LIKE, CINDERS,
ROOK and DIRT.
also BUY
CORD WOOD and
Second-hand Barrels
PHONEB---Home: Residence WS;
Kiln:1258. ()timberland: Residenost
504.
Billy Would Have Better
Luck In 11‘.pkinsville
Market..
The Paducah News-Democrat tells
the following sad story:
Billy Eaker, out at Murray, was in
town the other day. Billy raised a
hogshead of tobacco. He prized it
himself and sent it to Clarksville.
He watched the market closely for
several months, and numerous in-
quiries elicited no information from
the warehousemen. Finally he re-
ceived a letter and opened it in an-
ticipation of a check for at least a
hundred. The letter read something
like this:
"Dear Sir:—We regret to say that
your tobacco did not bring as much
as it ought to have sold for. It did
not quite pay for for the storage and
drayage and other expenses. See
enclosed itemized statement, show-
ing that you are due us sixty-four
cents balance. Please remit by re-
turn mail. Stamps accepted."
"Well, wouldn't that frost your
physiognomy," said Billy. "I guess
I won't burn any plant beds next
spring. No more of the down-trod-
den farmer for me. T'ell wld de
trusts."
'I was much afflicted with sciati-
ca„' writes Ed C. Nud, Iowaville,
Bedgwick, Co., Kan., "going about
on crutches and suffering a deal of
pain, I was induced to try Ballard's
Snow Liniment, which relieved me.
I used three 50 bottles, It is the
greatest liniment I ever used; have
recommended it to a number of per-
sons; all express themselves as Laing
benefitted by it, I now walk with-
out crutches, able to perform a great
deal of light labor on the farm." 25o,
50c, C. Ray & Fowler.
Miss Pearl J. Ryan, at Ray sts Vow-
ier's drug store, has received a dip-
loma from the Era Correspoudence
School of Pharmacy, having com-
pleted the eighteen months' course
of study With a high average. This
makes her a graduate pharmacist
and in the near future she will take
the state examination and, if she
passes, will be granted a registration
certificate. She is the only graduate
lady pharmacist in this oily.
Those For Students Are Now
In Effect---Others Be-
gin Dec, 23.
The Illinois Central. Louisville &
Nashville and Tennes tee Central
railroads, like the other reads of the
country, are announcing reduced
rates for Christmas.
The general public will be given a
rate of a fare and a third between all
points for the round trip. This in-
cludes all points south of the Ohio
and east of toe Mississippi river and
also takes in St. Louis. Tickets will
be sold on December 23, 24, 25, 81,
and January I, and will be good re-
turning until January 8.
Students and teachers will he given
the same rates in the same territory,
but will have longer time limit.
Tickets will be sold from today to
21, inclusive, and will be good re-
turning until January 8. Residents
of the southwest are to be given an
unusually low rate Into the south.
Tennesseeans in Texas. A kenos*,
Oklahoma and Indian territories who
desire to visit their old homes will
be made a rate of one fare for the
round trip, plus $2, and they will be
given thirty days in which to return.
Tickets will be sold on December 20,
21, 22 and 26.
THEOLOGIAN'S
• MIMI fISTS
Divinity/ I Kentuc-
ky Url A,Prize
17.—
WO popular stu-
dents of the Ken-
tucky University
were the princi-
pals of aa excit-
ing prize fight
last night. The
E.N young men were
40 G. W. Campbell,
a Bible student, and F. C. Hurt, who
is in the art department. The scene
scene of the mill was the gymnasium
of the university. Much science and
plenty of muscle made the bout in-
tensely interesting to the friends of
the fighters. The Bible student had
the best of the contest from the first,
and the referee gave him the deci-
sion in the fourth round.
Mothers, BelCareful.
Of the health of your children.
Look out for coughs, colds, croup
and whooping cough. Stop them in
time—One Minute Cough Cure is the
best remedy. Harmless and pleas-
ant. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Elect Fourth Vice President
and General Manager.
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Dec. 17.—At a board
of directors' meeting held by the
Louisville ets Nashville Railroad
company, the office of fourth vice
president was creatJd and George E.
Evans, present general manager of
the system, was elected to the
office, taking effect Jan. 1. B. M.
Starks becomes general manager, in
place of Mr. Evans, and H. L. Stone
general counsel in the place of C. L.
Burch, resigned.
A Pleasant Pill.
No pill bi as pleasant and positive
as DeWitt's Little Early Risers. De-
Witt's Little Early Risers are so
mild and effective that children, del.
boats ladles and weak people enjoy
their cleansing effect, white strong
people say they are the best liver
pill sold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Are loaded with the famous Sesed•Saielosileir
Powder, oombiningithe best qualities of both b
and smokeless loads at a price within the reach
all. The " Leag. tie " is the best black powdsc
shell in the world.
Peters Smokelesis Shells won the
Championship of the U. S. is '903.
Peters Cartridges are loaded with Se:of-Sabo
Powder. They have Woo the Indoor RUM Champ
of the U. S. for sees* eiscossolvo ram
Tor Sal• Dv
++++++++
3 Rolls Toilet Paper for 10c
Coal Hods, 20c, 25. 30c, 35c, 315c
2400 Good Matches 10c
The Best Table Oil Cloth, 20c Yd.
1 DU. Hair Pins, lc
Window Shades 15C 25c, up to $I
1 paper Pis lc
Baby Ribbon at Only lc yard
Clothes Pins 10 for lc
Shoe Soles 10c, I2c 15c, 20c each
TOYS! TOYS!
We will have a coniplete line of
Holiday Goods on display with
In the next few daYs. WAIT TO
t SEE THEM.
• Z+4++44+0444444+4444444
•
•Ube RACKET
• Joe P, P'Pool, Manager.
Think ofit, you can buy a 1904
job up-to-date Vehicle now for cost.
No white elephant or little snake's
sting, but as we say COST. Come
and see them and be convinced but
that you may be able to get a kind
of- an idea. Price solme buggies from
other houses and see what they ask
for obsolete jobs and then come and
look at ours and note the difference.
Nothing but 1904 jobs.on our floor.
Capital Paid In... -$100,000.00
Surplus 
 
 30,000.00
Henry C. Gant,
•J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,
t 
•NN e solicit the accounts of Firm*, Corporations and Individ
nab, promising prompt, courteous Itrestuterit to all, and averys000tasoodati ,en oondstent with ye lug.
. u contemplating spenta_i ea slumpla misting Madams, wftM be,
RY
THE HOME,
White, of
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.--MON. SWIM II. WHITE
Oongrearman George Henry White, of
Tarboro, N. O., writes the following let-
ter to Dr. Hartman concerning Pe run&
House of Representatives,
Washington, Feb. 4, 1890. I
Parusa Medicine Co., Columbus, 0.:
thatletnen--"1 am more than sails-
led with Peruna, and find It to be an
eistellaat remedy for the grip and ca-
tarrh. .1 have used It In my 11111111)
sad they all join me In recommending
It as an excellent remedy.
Very respectfully,
• George II. White.
If you have catarrh write to hr. Bret-
man, giving a full statement of your
ease, and he will be pleased to give rot
his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, Prc,i,11,
The Hartman Sanitariann. I I.
Ask your Druggist for a
free Peruna Almanac for
1905.
•
HER DREADFUL FATE
— —
Mrs,-/t. D. Bellamy was burned to
yesterday morning in Aliens-
villa. She was an aged lady, and
was left by her husband sitting be-
fore the fire. In • short time he re-
turned and found her lying on the
porch aecoosolous, and so terribly
burned that she died two hours later
No one was with her at the time and
the exile cause of the accident is
unknown.
LIKE BULL DOGS
(Special to New Era)
MECHANICS' PAVILION, Son
Francisco, Dec. 21.—At the end of
the twentieth round Jimmy Britt, o.
San Francisco, and "Battling” Nel
son of Chicago, fighting like a pair
111 bull dogs, the gong sounded the
oloee of the contest and Referee
Beebe unhesitatingly placed his
band on the Californian as the win
ner of the contest. In the closing
round Britt was punching the Chi-
en° boy all over ther ring but his
blows lacked sufficient force to put
a quietus on his opponeot.
Its
El-SOY. EIRE
(Special to New Kra.)
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.. Dec. 21 —
Former Oov. James P. Eagle died
here yesterday after an illness of
three weeks. He was governor of
Arkansas from 1889 to 1893. He has
been president of the Ark an sea Bap-
tist State Convention twenty Onfl
years, and at the last meeting de-
clined re-election. He was also pr t s-
ident of the Southern Baptist Con-
vendor,. .?Ince Lesving public life he
devoted his time to plantation inter-
ests and to church work. He had
held many public offices and had
never been defeated lu an election.
He was a Baptist minister and a na-
tive of Tsiinesses lie was sixty-
seven year old.
gx-(lov. Eagle had four times been
sleeted president of the Southern
Baptist eonventlon, end was , one o°.
the most protninens workers in ' the
Southern Baptist Cbtriob.
THIEF IS CAPTURED'
•
DAVE CUNNINCHAM'S
BOLD ROBBERIES,.
Stole Money at Two Places
And Part Of Booty Is
Recovered.
Dave Cunningham, colored, is the
latest recruit to the list of boarders
at the expense of the city, and it was
all caused by;Dave's generous desire
to give proper Christmas presents to
all his friends"' His finances' were
running rather low and late yester-
day afternoon he went into the gro-
cery of C. A. Cundiff, on Ninth
street, which was in charge of 'mom
Hampton. MreHamptontwaited on
him and, finally, was forced to go in-
to the rear of the store for something
when Cunningham ran, back of the
counter, opened the cash drawer, se-
cured, sack contaluing$22.50 at d van-
ished through the door. Last night
the I police caught him and upon
searching him recovered $1600 of th a
money.' The negro not only con-
fessed to this robbery', but also told
of stealing sixteen dollars from Un-
derwood's coal office about: a week
-
itio. At this robbery he took the
money fromjthe_ safe, when no one
wakaround, taking the small money
drawer and its entire contents, he
told the police where they -eould find
the drawer in a:solver, and it was re-
covered. As a result of these deter-
mined efforts to provide himself with
Christmas money, Cunningham will
receive all hisIgifts this year at his
present quarters lathe city prison.
Baker-Van Cleve.
Invitations have been issued to the
Marriage of Mr. Thomas Van Cleve,
of Cadiz, and Miss Elsie Baker. The
wedding will be solemnized on Tiles
day, January 3, at the residence of
the bride's mother. Mrs Jul t Stowe
Baker near Julien.
The prospective groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Van Cleve, of
this county, and now holds a respon-
sible position with Terry, White &
Cu., of Cadiz. The bride-to-be is a
popular and talented young lady who
has many friends in this city.
OVERRULES MOTION
(Special to New Era )
WINCHESTER, Ky., Dec. 21.
The plaintiff In the Marcum darnagi
trial finished taking direct teat Irnori
at noon yesterday, and immediatel
• motion for perempt try instructions
was made by the defense.. Court ad
journed until this morning, when sr
Foments on the mo Ion were heard.
Judge Beutou overruled the mo-
tion to dismiss the suit, end the de-
fense will introduce its evidence.
Judge Hargis was on the stand ye I-
terday. He stated that the reason hi-
got a pardon for Tom White, whoa,
he is charged with hiring to kill Mar
cern, was that he was a eandidate
for county Jude. and needed all the
friends he could make.
TWICE WED
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Dec. 21
—Irwin Swift and Miss:Neal Powers,
a young coeple living neer Kentucky
line, were united in marriage by
'Squire Crotzer after the bride had
undergone several changes of mind
Early Sunday morning Mr. and Mrs.
Swifteirove to the home of 'Squire
Dowlin and requested that magis-
trate to perform the ceremony. The
officer had almost completed
the marriage ceremony and was
about to tell the couple to join
hands," when the bride suddenly
cranged her mind and announced
that the mai riage was all a joke. She
could not he prevailed upon to allow
the ertetootiV to be conipleted, and
I he couple left Later in the day,
however, the pleadings of the groom
won the fair lady over.;to his side,
and the couple hen repaired to the
home of 'Squire Crotzer where, for
the second time, the ceremony was
veld. this time the knot being tied
hard and fast.
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A GALLANT JAPANESE GENERAL.Ms)°, General Nakamura is now one of the popular heraes of Japan. Ile it was NV inpro...ally hal the aeries of saber charges which first gabled the .1 ,panese an entrahoriiithin the outer line of forts surrounding Port Arthur.
INSURANCE AGENTS SUIT FOR DAMAGES
MUST PAY A LICENSE TAX
TO DO BUSINESS
If an opinion given to State Insur-
ance Commissioner Prewitt by At-
torney General Hays is sustained in
the courts, all local agents of Kon
tacky stock, in Ituel and asset:amen,
Insurance companies will beet gutted
to pay an annual license tax, u ider
section 761, of the Statutes, of $5 for
company agencies and $3 fo fir.
tides. The sustaining ot
- Oh will undouhtedl.a.
the court... w. u
of several tluu
'axes for th-
ies wiles
4e effecter'
N.: Stew!,
..
conipanv.
Louisville, Star
Fire; mutual companies, German
)11Eutual, Covington, Kentucky and
Louisville, Newport Mutual. Assess-
ment companies, Bankers,Bluegrass.
Bracken county, Campbell county.
Farmers', Falls City German, Far-
mers' Fire,Fermers' Home, Feriners'
Insurance association, Farmer.' Mu-
tual Aid, Farmers' Mutual, Fleming
ounty Mutual, German Mutual,
Louleville,Oerman Washington Mu-
tual, Hurst Home, Kenton County,
lelitucky Growers, Leuiaville Ger
tnan, Mutual Assessineut, Planters.'
Clark-Crawford.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Mr. Mark Alien Crawford sad Miss
Wattle Clark were married last
eight at eight o'clock at the reel
deuce of the bride, corner ef Fourth
nd Brown streets, by the Rev B. F.
tide.
Suit for Divorce.
Mrs. Fronie B. West has filed
for divorce from her husband,
R. West. She charges that the
fendent abandoned her and
cruel in his treatment of her.
suit
Jas.
IS FILED HERE AGAINST
F. B. M'COWN
B. F. Wells vs, F. B. McCowu is
the st3 le of a suit for $620 filed this
morning in the circuit clerk's office.
The plaintiff charges that the defen-
dent unlawfully assaulted him in
October with an iron bar, striking
him several times on tile head with
the weapon which so severely iejur-
rd him that lie was disabled for six
wi eke and from which unsightly
scats have ;einained. He claims
that he Was injured In the amount of
$500, that his loss of t line was worth
$100 arid that lie was feeced to pay a
doctor's bill of $20, making a total of
$620.
LEE AUDIENCE
WITNESSED ENTERTAIN-
MENT AT OPERA HOUSE
(From;Wednesday's Daily.)
Under the direction of Miss Mar,
tin, the students of South Kentusky
College presented an elaborate musi-
cal entertainment at Holland's opers
house last night. The audience wa
large and evidenced its apprecis-
Hon by the applause that markee
the progress of the program. Th.
costumes were beautiful and the i-ce
nic effects highly attractive. The
credit for the success of the enter
tainment is largely due to Miss Mar-
Les t Mats. She had persouat sup-
ervision of every eetail of the per-
formance, as well as the training of
the voices, and the result amply at-
tested her taste and skill.
Rhodes Scholarship.
P. esideut J. L. Weber, of the Ken-
tucky comn.ittee of selection for Ce-
cil Rhodes scholarships at Oxford
Univ. reity, England, announces that
the next examination for a scholar-
was &hip from Kentucky will take place
rt,LexingLOn on January 17 and 18.
de-
,JAPAN ESE CAMP SCENE.
Th. It.tve beet, ao Itig utsitla if POI .‘1.0.11r u,.noairy of their 01111.,
I,,,, take. on ihe appentaner of yeara of occupancy. The shows a camp about
ten miles not-That-lot of this inner range of torts which;tooard Pori Arthur.
SPRANG A SURMISE
ELKS CIVE CUSTODIAN A
HANDSOME PRESENT.
Christmas Tree In il'he Club
Rooms. -Interest ng Ses-
sion Last Night.
From Wednesday' Daily.
The members of Hopki ovine lodge
No. 646, Benevolent an Protective
Order of Elko, pleasantlY surprised
Itthe custodian of the Elko home, Mr.
Henry Blumenstiel, las night by
presenting him with a handsome
•••••w.77 eler4e7;1".",-,7.T'l
 
ars
You can hardly find a hi a
without its Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral. Parents know what
it does for children: breaks
Cherry
Pectoral
up a cold in a single night,
wards off bronchitis, prevents
pneumonia. Physicians ttd-
vise parents to keep it on hand.
The bust cough meAlcine mnrr ,Trir bay
Ishitlerern's Cherryg da:larrh.: of
J(. 't SUULL., L...111704 413111.
I64.. tee.. in 00. re. truce..
Ari=irstmatims‘. for Ma.".
Throat, Lurirm watch char and emblem approgri-
 01111110.411111Mallail
ately inscribed. Attractive ceremo- rer's Pills greatly aid Ova
ectorai
riles were performed. Formal charges
were preferred by the officials of the
lodge, who accused the +stodian of
conspiring to make the clubrooms
unduly attractive. He waii arraigned
for fidelity and efficiency
charge of his duties, fo
courtesy and for shedding
In the dis-
unfailing
sweetness
and light. He sought In his modesty
to enter the plea of innoceece,but the
the lodge drowned his recIarke with
tt roar of "Guilty." The ciliated ruler
sentenced him to hear the reading of
the following verses complosed In his
honor:
"BLOOMER."
Who keeps the club neat as a pin?
Bloomer.
With joyous smiles greets corners in,
Blo twee
Makes visitors all glad they've come
And every fellow feel at home?
'reacher, I can do this sun,
It'. Bloomer.
Who warms the cockles of Cue' heart?
1 Bloomer.
With hospitality's eupremti art,
'Bloomer.
And who has educated feet
Plays pianola music sweet
Enough great Ruse's band to beat?
Bloomer.
Who follows Paul though ,centuries
.
Bloomer.
Anti is everything to every ,inan ?
Bloomer.
Though days are sometimesidark and
drear
And Boreal blasts are bleak and blear
Who's always radiating cheer?
:Bloomer.
span?
Who starts fair callers' earts to
whirl?
Hioinner.
lakes every maid a "Boot:Dar:gill ?
Ftloomer.
No Elk more true friends can boast
He hears but pease with nary a roast;
So I right here propose a West
To Bloomer!
At a signal a committee approach
••ci with the beautiful charm and it
*Mt presented to him as a token of
rite members' regard and apprecia-
tion.
Mr. Alex C. Overshiaer was intro-
duced and the degree ef the order
was spread upon him. A ballot
was ordered upon the application of
Mr. A. J. Meador for membership
and he was elected. Mr. Meador
will be initiated next Tuesday nigh:.
Ten new member have been received
into tisk lodge during December.
CustOdian Blumeestiel announced
last nfght that he had arranged for
the erection of a gpris nice tree at
home and that waif:4as for the iii. tu
tiers would be found on its branchee.
IN MEMORIAM
EDITOR KY. NEW ERA: -
Will you not permit one who loved
him in life to say a few wbrds of
commendation as the remains of
Charles M. Latham are lowered to
their last resting place?
He was a man of peculiarities.
Some who did not know hlIn well
might think him cold and rOserved,
but this was chargeable to an innate
modesty which caused his evEtry act
to be unostentatious and fr e from
the notice of public opinion. From
childhood to the grave he lived here
in Hopkinsville, and though one of
the best traveled men in all this
country, and having every opportun-
ity to become dissatisfied wi h the
simple,quiet life we are complied to
lead, still his heart always turned
back to mother and the old home-
stead and his greatest pleasure was
always found under the roof which
sheltere,1 him lu child-hoed. He tool
an active interest in everything the
tended to promote the welfare of 114.,
citizens and the beauty of Hopkins- -
villa's homes and highways. I ie-
member having a convereatiod with
him about the time the Iwo telephone
companies were establishing their
plant.. As he gazed at the workmen
through his window he said to, me,
"Can't you get an sot through the
legislature changing our mute finial
Hopkinsville to Poletown?" Mind
-you,he said this in no spirit awn-
onism, for he loved all manner of ma._
terprise that meant the public good;
but his ideal love of the beautiful.; *
whether in house or tree, bush or —
flower made him abhorrent of every- .
thing that had even a tendency to
mar the beauty of the object. •
But it was in kindness of heart and
pure simple charity that he was en- •
titled to the higheiit praise. His act*
of humanity and good cheer were
never accompanied by the blasts of
trumpets and the truth is that be so
arranged it that no ne save the re-
cipient had knowledge of it.
As a merchant he had few peers.
and no superiors. By his honesty ,
and fair di aling and kind regard for
the rights of others he won OS good
will of his patrons and the sdmlrs-
tion and love of everyone be ever
gave employment to, As a eitisen
whose advice was always beneficial
he will be sadly missed in this coca-
munity.,
As the strong arm of his aged.
mother upon which she lovingly ge-
lled in her declining jean, wands
cannot portray the loss. As a friend
to the poor and unfortunate his un-
timely taking off will not be soon un-
derstood.
As to his faults—who among, uk.
nave them not? Some open, soots ,
concealed, hut to the student of men
it is easy to say that his were of A
character to be written on the sands.
There is but one human standpoint
,rom which to rightfully judge your
fellow man arid that is to examine
the heart. From this view poiliti
Charlie Latham was every inch 11C ,
man, male in the image of his OA'
and shining resplendent in those vire'
tues which premote the peace ant
happiness of human kind.
His religion was that of a child—
simple and full of faith in his God ' .1 -
and from my intimate knowledge .,at ,
my dead friend, I venture Um
gestion that in the following lines:*
Tennyson can be found the though
that inspired „him • when he started
for the other shore:
Sunset and eveplog star,
And one clear call for me! '
And may there be no moaning Of the
bar,
When I put out to sea.
But such a tide as moving MOW
asleep,
Too full for sound and foam,
When that which drew from gist •thes ,
boundless deep
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell
And after that the dark,
And may there be no sadness of Ws-
well,
When I embark;
For tho' from out our bonrneei
and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot lase
When I have armed the
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Dec. 91, 19011.
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litEPT THE BiltES
'LAID DOWN BY THE
HEALTH BOARD.
tWIll Provide For the Proper
Sanitation of Their
Carr.
'Practically all the railroads in
.tenttieky have accepted the rules
laid 'down by the State Board of
Health of Kentucky prividing foi
the sanitation of their cars.
"Fe -rules follow:
V U day coaches engaged in regu-
. traffic shall be thoroughly
:need after each trip at such
itatas facilities for the same have
a provided. In no case shall
.th cleansing, be less frequently
irformed than on every third day
f use. • In such cleansing, all rugs,
tatting, and upholstered seats and
.actli rests, when practicable, shall
be rernoved from the coach to the
• open 'air for inechai,ical cleansing,
lead be exposed to the sunlight when
the prevailing meteorological coudi-i
Ilona will permit.
£11' interior surfaces in coaches
to be mopped, scrubbed or
eillansed at ititervils of not more
/ than ten days with solutions of mer-
cury bichlorlde, carbolic acid, tricre-
°eel or other disinfectiog prepare-
,' 610116 prefsrred by any corporation,
r sad approved by this board as to in-
', gradient* and strength.
Spittoons are to be provided io
members of tot less than one for
mob seat in all smoking cars and
toilet rooms. and one at each ei,d of
all other day coaches, and in all
waiting rooms. Placards provided
by this board shall be displayed at
eaeb end of all such coaches and in
all waiting rooms, indicating the im•
,portance of using the spittoons, and
r'ttaball be unlawful for any person
to spit upon the floor or plat:urin of
airy railway car, or other public con-
i-
'wince, or upon the floor of anyNI:
Wog room or platform in any ste-
n 'er depot.
. All coaches of ai.y kind in which
an acute infectious disease has been
A:tarried shall remain closed and un-
, obeipled after such person has been
t
reinoved until it has been t h9rough-
ly eleaused anl disinfected by the
use of formaldehyde gas in quan
ti-
ties of not less thao forty fluid ounces
IL (f!' formalfn to each coach. All d
ay
IF OrSachiss In regular use fo
r through
II. travel are to be disit
ifected after
&goosing by some method approved
by this board at lowest. of not mo
re
than ten days.
All toilet rooms, water elitist
s,
enable, spittoons and toilet appli-
aneee are to b4 surubbed wiih sap
• 'sod lint water and disintected 
with
f ormalin. or other approved m
ethod,
attar eash trip's use, and shall
 be
kept a, clean as possible when on 
the
road, and all similar rooms and in
statiebs shallebe cleansed daily in
Me same way, and when va
ults or
surface receptacles are used in eta-
statioas these shall be disitifeo
ted
daily With fresh lime,
... MI preceding regulation
s In regard
to olesidiness and dlein
feetloi. shall
apply ./pielly to olortilloz, dining,
birtIst sod perlor oars used in 
the
service of the public.
Lk_ An blankets, curtains am d 
hang-
rags used in sleeping cars shall 
be
posed to superheated steam, or
/Other means of disinfection approved4 by this board at Intervals of not
attire than ten days. and all 
mat-
tresses shall be so treated at in
ter-
Tali ot not more than sixty da
ps.
N, Dec. 92.—The prediction
tb fecal year endin
g June,
Will see the greatest infl
ux of
te into the United States
tee country has yet seen, w
as
today by Commissioner Gen-
hamigration Frank P. Bar-
ri, Made an official has
ps°.
y of the !mei station.
addod that the loom-
aro showing a notable
triamitable addediefor
of the vitalitri*:
0.1.14 101$1100
SOO' IV, Mars itoyir—lo I
r.".4-1 PRICES ANNOUNCEDONLY
50c
paid on subscription
is required to get you
a chance in the New
Era's gift distribution
which closes Wednes—
day morning,
DEC.
28
TROOPS ARE BUSY
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 22.—Gen.
Wood, commanding the Department
of Mindanao, Philippine division, ID
his annual report to the war depart-
ment, says that the troops of the de-
partment have been in the field a
greater portion of the year quelling
armed uprisings and preventing
Photo copyriebt. MO, by Partly, Dodos.
GOLNED.ol, trIONARD WOOD.
•lave trade and kindrel abuses. He
-aye that in almost every instance
actual fighting was initiated by the
"The estabiiehment of civil goy
ern men t and the extension over them
of certain laws and regulations has
caused some excitement and atilt:nee
serious resistance, especially the law
prohibiting slavery. In some sec-
tions active. hostility has been auger)
dared by our presence, especially in
the Leke Lamm region, where almost
constant murderous snooks on work
triginen and soldiers were the rule
until the effects of the recent expe-
ditiotis to the Tames side.of the lake
combined with expeditions to othet
sections of Sri" Lanai, were felt by
the Moros."
The power of the Moros of that
s3ction, he says, Inas been completely
broken.
DNA HST SCALE
(Cablegram)
81'. PETERSBURG, Dec. 21—Mo-
hilizetion a f the reserves has been
anioniiiced in seven military dis-
tricts. This is the third and most
extensive mobilization of the war
and will add about 200,000 men to the
army in the Far East. It is thought
the whole force can be placed in the
fisid by spring, when the problem of
food and fuel will be easisr met and
the transportation of the troops will
cause less strain on the 'Siberian
railway. It will bring Gen. Kuro-
patkin's effective force, roughly esti-
mated, to 680,000.
London, Dec. 2I—The Daily Mail
correspondent at Hong Kong says he
has learned on trustworthy authori-
ty that a powerful Japanese squad-
ron of battleships and armored crui-
sers is proceeding south, accompan-
ied by fifteen colliers and transports,
to attack the Russian Baltic squad-
of
.Muku).t. 21—Deserters from
IlbelspenefeAyry are arliVinf her.
404, 1131.7 report there Is laugh
11,4011B. , 
bat 1000
toPPOP„
.++++++++46++++++++++++44.I A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30
 acres in thrbler, good broom dwelltft,
 
 outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 6 miles of :lopkinsville, fine true
farm
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent faollities for conducting the business and will
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will fu
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to
Come to see us if 3 9u want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail. •
A splendid farm of 135 acres In the best section of Southern Ken
Has anew house, good born, stable, two cabins, niee orchard, well II
mid well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once:
414 acres of the finest south I hristian land on Clarksville pike
from two railroad station, L & N and T C. Susceptible of divielon
tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco harms, tenant
stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to mutt purchasers.
and see Us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 165 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is
fenced, has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of 8 rooms, two
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good eleterns, plenty of
water, new intake house and other outbuildings and about 20 sores
tint her. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
M ii property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one store house
good trade established, blacksmith shop arid postOffice with daily
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Ca
ty of 50 barrel. of flour ser day. Thoroughly equinped short system railer
mill. About 4 thilep fres' railroad and no other mill within foursmilas. A.
plendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reagion for
selling.
A fine productive farm of 136 acres in one (4 the best neighborhoods
in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkhrevillft and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn sad
large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 ACTO6
in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
A splendid farm of 300 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
Ke•.tucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it good comfortable thrott-
ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with cap...
&city for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in One mile of depot on nee
railroad and Smiles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold eta bargain.
A line farm of 400 sires within one
osibl of Pembroke, Ky. Ninett five
acres in fine timber. This farm is
well fenced with hedge and wire and
divided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty of never failing water.
This is one of the finest farms in the
best farming section of Kentucky,
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
and all kinds of grasses. ['here is
no better stock farm in the county.
improvements first class and in per-
rect repair, fine two-story frame
dwelling with -line rooms, veranda
in front and porches in rear, four
frame tenant houses, two large new
tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
carriage and ice house, two large cis-
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
if house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the best
neighborhoods, convenient to schools
churches and good market. The
laid in first-class condition. Will
be sold on easy terms to suit pur-
chaser.
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies very level and is
a very rich soil.
Produced last year 75 bre corn per
a-re. 21 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
to '200 lbe..of tobacco per acre.
There are 226 acres of this farm in
red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room resi-
dence, large bares, good pond, 7 good
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
Clarksville and 5 miles from nearest
station.
This place can be bought for only
$45.00 per acre, $10.000.00 cash and
balance on very easy terms, with 6
per cent. interest.
Trice farm in 142 acres within
8 miles of Hopkiineville, on good pub-
lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco
barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty
of Limber and water. Desirable place
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
front by 2138 feet deep House with
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
cistern, stable and all necessary out-
bulldinga. All iii excellent repair.
Price and terms reasonable.
50 acres of fine land 1){ miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
sprint and barn, fenced and hag 20
acres of timber. Very desirable
propc ty.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
from Benpetstown Ky. 'Good house
rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta-
ble 28x80 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
end on good road.
'2 ,e ef the most desirable reel-
len vos on S. Virginia St.. corner lot,
56 feet ft-tint hy 288 feet deep. House
with beautiful shade and fruit trees
sonel eleterin and all neeessaty out-
hulldinze. All In excellent repair
Price and terms reasonable.
flood residence on corner of Main
Lind let streets, fronting 60 feet on
Main by 200 feet deep. House huts six
r«nns, good cistern, stable and ne
cessary out-buildings. For sale.
Twogood residence lots on Main
St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
8
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low brine
I Nice newoottageon South Virginiastreet. Bis six rooms and bath
rootn, rood cistern and stable. Lai
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
to a 16 foot allgy. This place will be.
sold on reaeonable tenni,
The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres,
situated oft the Millers Mill 
about savor miles Southwast of Hop-
kinville, large two story dwelling
and ' all necessary farm buildings,
good feuce$, orchard and plenty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and Itacated in one of the beat
fartniug sebtione of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Goed'home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, Cistern outbaildings,phade
and fruit trees, Price 1$1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best ; neighborhoods in South
Christian, • convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall,one large . tobacoo barn,good
stables and cow house, buggy houses
2 new cabins, smoke house, ben
house, nee/ wire fence, nice young
orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
strawberries,plenty of water, very'_, 
desirable, Will be sold cheap andr016
easy terms.
. Some beautiful vacant lots on Wal-
nut street,
400 acreff of desirable farming land
In Montgolmery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
bargain,
Very deoirable suburban residence
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
Just outside the city limits on one of
the best street.
A nice residence at Catiky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
two room office In yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary out buildings; splenci:d
rharie and fruit trees, never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 5 miles from
HopkinsVille with good pike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
Valuable store room on Main
street. Ooe of the best business loos,
tione in the city.
Nice cottage' on corner of Brows
and Broad streets. 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
on reasonable terms.
Besideace, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house and all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
tucky College, 41,600. Will sell thia
place at low priOe elti on easy terms
' Farm of 4013 acres or fine land in
mile oh 111111, post office and church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for halide, 8 large
tobacco harm, 90 acres fine timber,
good orchard. Farm in good condi-
tion and !very productive. Will be
sold at a 'bargain.
Large •two-story house and two
acres of grottind f4mting inn ,first.
street and running back to the river
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SCHEDULE ARRANGED BY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
What Farmers Will Ask For
Tobacco During This
Season.
County Chairman E. D. Jones, of
Church Hill, has received a copy of
the schedule of prices fixed at a re-
cent meeting of the executive com-
mittee of the Dark District Planters'
Protective association. The prices
per pound agreed upon for different
classes of tobecco follows:
Italian A 12%
Italian B ..115&
Italian C 9%
French A 10
French B 93.
French C  8je
Austrian A  .15
Austrian B 12
Amin Ian C. 11
German Spinners Fine 183i
German Spinners Medium 12
German Spinners Common 10
Antwerp Leaf 814 to 10
African Leaf 9 to II%
Snuff Lest 9
Snuff Lugs  8
All other Lugs 634 to 8%
It is announced that the executive
committee has decided that the crop
should be prized and sold by sample,
and that every packer must give
bond that the tobacco sold shall
come up to the sample. In order to
incorporate the association it was
found necessary to capitalize the or-
ganization, asd stook to the amount
of $1,000 will be sold in shares of one
dollar each. Many of the planters
have bought stock.
In a speech Monday at Clarksville,
Chairman Felix G. Ewing said:
"We set out to prove that brawn
and braths are a match for money,
and the progress of our movement
has startled the world. The orgatii
zation has assumed such proportions
end stands its ground so firmly that
I believe no power on earth can de-
feat it. Magnificent progress has
been made all over the dark tobacc.
district, and we believe we have the
victory already won, it we only stand
our ground. I have now in my pock
et a telegram from a man capable in
ten days of raising as many million
dollars, asking as to the extent of out
holdings, with a viow to handline
'he entire crop."
FOUR PLANS GIVEN
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, IL C., Doe, 20 —
John F. Wallace, chief engineer of
the Isthmian Canal Commission. has
submItteed to the house committee
on interstate and foreign commerce
the results of his investigations so
far as made regarding the englueer-
ing tasks necessary in the construc-
tion of the canal. Four plans are
submitted, the first for the constric-
tion of a high level canal with the
surface of the water ninety feet
above sea level; the second is a sum-
mit level of sixty feet above sea
level; the third, a twenty or thirty
foot level above the sea, and the
fourth a sea level with a tidal lock.
It is pointed out that while a sea-
level canal would be less sexpensive
to operate. and time would be saved
passing thloogli it, It. cost woaid
4:000,000,100 and it would ...not he
pi* for traNe nadir fifteen. igiN,
,
. "1,0*".011.0410,tylpdgir:'
Pif 9,00119,•. • dregierivieAa
The New Era's gift
distribution closes on
Wednesday, Dec.. 28,
at 11 o'clock. Have
you gotten your tick-
ets yeti
HURRY
•
VV. P VVinfree
Willfree & K ig
REAL ESTAT •
PAPA JOHN'S TALE
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK. Dec. 22.—Thomas
Lawson's magazine articles have at
last drawn from John D. Rockfeller
an expression on "Frenzied Finance."
Seeing one of his son's Sunday school
scholars at Fifth Avenue Baptist
church perusing a copy of Lawson's
article. Hoe Fight. a hand
seta! to New Erai ""
on the yout
some earnest advice, D0
 
-Drsi. by a
story from his own experience. He
said:
•'It is a good idea to be as careful
of your reading as of your associates
Some writers create a condition for
which there he no cause, a condition
'hat may suit their own purposes, •
condition that does harm to others
aud no good to themselves. I re-
member when I was a boy I used to
drive about the country and buy wood
One man was angry because I would
not pay him a good price for
quantity or punky wood that as
&lino' t valueless. He told some of
the other farmers that had g000
wood for sale that I was en injury ti
their business, aid It would be het
ter not to deal with me. They wor#
sensible men and thought for them•
selves, and I bought their wood from
them. The punky wood man was
indulging In 'Frenzied Finance,'
simply creating dissatisfaction anti
doing no good. Gold morning, young
gentlemen. I hope you will all have
a merry Christmas."
BRASHER TO ENTER
Mr. John B. 'Smeller, of Madison-
ville, Was in the city Tuesday attend-
ing to privet.. business matters. It is
paid that he is already la s ing plata
to enter the next race for the con-
gressional nomination in the Second
Kentucky district. John D. Wake-
field, the Washington correspondent
of the Louisville Tlines,writes as fol-
lows:
"It is understood here that Retire
sentative A. 0. Stanley, of the See-
ond district, proposes to be a candi
date for a renomihat ion for congress
It is also learned that John Brasher,
of Madisonville, is figuring on going
after Mr. Stanley's scalp. Mr. Stan-
ley's friends say he proposes to make
the hardest fight he has ever made,
Slid as Mr. Brasher has been dream-
ing of a seat In congress for a long
time, tile chances:Are that the con-
test will be an exciting one.
• "Friends of Mr. Stanley claim that
Brafikietlf .,141140noe in the district
Willakiiia#111211rabli and that he
will *at be Mtn maitth
Moan 
fpuzud-
abiel2rgiatt , for the nominee
Bettie he 11141 when he apposedifr.
'far the tbe
.44.••••
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CLUBBING RATES: —
anaLT New ELL and the following
One year:
Week Courier-Journal  61 60
Weekly St. Louis Republic, . IN
Weekly Globe-Democrat 1 TI
Cincinnati Enquirer. I 60
Wily Nashville American   1 50
Louisville Commercial  1 as
ty New York World  I 66
olivine Poet 2 50
d Farm.) 
 
in
ilamsaine-nwiton   17E
amantaDonettintioi . 175
ly New York Tribune ... . 1 26
Weekly New York Tribune . 176
er's lions. Journal. new
ilubsortb.re only. . ITS
- Ilpecissi antenna rates with any magazine
aeonspaper published In the United States
cocur DIRECTORY.
01210DIT tiOtraT-First Monday in June
sad fourth Monday in February and Sep-
arable.
Wear:mum Ootrwr-fleoond Mondays
In January, April, July and October.
irtsoALOmwr—Pirst Tuesday in April
erg. October.
Oonrrir 0ouss—Pirst Monday in every
month.
— 
ADVERTISING RATES: —
Ous Inch, drat Insertion .... . 5 1 50
Otte inch, one month   gin
One inch, three mottles  600
One inch, sir months. ...s . . CO
One Loeb, one year   15 00
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the eines.
Transient advertUing must be paid for in
advanee.
°bargee for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spee-
ded Ume will be charged for until ordered
out.
•11110{111411•MOLIti of Marriages and Deaths,
not sixosedine aye lines, and notices of
preaching pahitehed gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
ndot bar similar notiaes. five cents per tine
President Roosevelt's recommend-
ation of legislation for tie District
of Columbia, which shall serve as a
model for states desiring the best
law for local interests, may be the
beginning of a healthy progress and
improvement.
AceordIng to the Chicago Tribune,
which has its statisticians at work
upon the subject, in November not a
lynching took place in this country.
It was the first mouth since 1886 of
which that could be said. To which
the New York Tribune replies that
no genet& hopeful conclusion can be
drawn from the cessation of the
orime for a stogie month.
A number of truck farmers in New
York and adj scent elates have tried
Irrigation for years and found it prof-
itable. The new system to be applied
in the arid region is likely to devel-
op a general iutereat as time runs on.
A Philadelphia grand jury has in-,
dieted fifty dealers in impure arti-
cles of feed. The question of adul-
teration i4 not wholly forgotten in
I
this country.
The wi rids annual production of
_ 
Get the Habit.
Take
Life Plant
and Get Well.
Medical history does not record a
discovery that will equi.1 the merits
of LIFE .PLANT.
for the cure of Rheumatism. Catarrh
sad all Blood Disease". Its action
Is quick thorough and permanent.
It 'marches the blood, slim
Mates the poisonous germ that cre-
ates disease. makes new, rich, pure
blood and disease cannot exist where
the blooi is pure.
Oar guarantee is
No Cure, No Pay,
therefore there Is no reason for you
to suffer longer.
Mrs. Masan Lewton, of Malvern 0.
writes:
-1 had rheumatism Mr one year. and a
con•nt•rable portion of th•tlut• I was gobad I could e arcely walk. My •nkleWag so airullen a great deal or the time,1 *mud scarcely get on fly sios. My
Rube wale numb and I suffered oonitn-
satiy. I tried a great many remedies,
but was unable to get until I triedLie.: PLAN ti,o, four bottles and
*Si entirely cured It at a great rimed)."
Life Plant is Manufactured only by
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, 01110.
Aiwa
' Alt
414*
he Strength
of the coffee you buy adds to Its
value in the cup.
Lion Coffee
comes to you fresh and of full
Strength, always in sealed, air-tight
packs s. Bulk coffees lose their
deteriorate in flavor, and
alio gather dirt.
altil=ts assarifsrietillOottao.
)35,000,000 worth of dimmonds looks
roiglity small cernpared with a corn
crop of 2,50 yas),000 h ushels or a 00t-
ton crop of over $12,000.000 bales.
When the different museums of
the country divide up the Philip-
pine exhibit there will be it least a
thousand bolos apiece. '[he entire
bolo supply of the Philippines must
have been brought over. They are
out of miechof now, at any rate.
The annual fruit crop of the United
Sates has a value ef $133,000,000.
The orchard fruits produced each
year have a value of 481,000,000,
small fruits $26,000,000, grapes, $14,-
000,000 and citrus fruits, grown prin-
cipally in California and Florida, $8,-
649,000.
There is no telling what the Rus-
sian fleet at Port Arthur might have
accomplished if it had fought an
aggressive battle a few months ago.
It played a Fabian game, and at the
last became a defenseless target for
a relentless foe.
Cured Paralysis.
W. S. Bailey, P. 0. True, Texas
Writes: "My wife had been suffer-
ing five years with paralysis in ner
arm, when I was persuaded to use
Ballard's Snow Liniment, which
cured her all right. I have also used
It for old sores, frosbites and skin I
eruptions. It does the work." 25c, I
50c, $1. Ray fk Fowler.
Commissioner's
Sale. •
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Henry Usher,
Against Equity
Josie Usher.
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the Sept. term thereof,
1904, in the above cause, I shall pro-
ceed to offer for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder at public
auction, on Monday, the 2cd day of
January, 1906, between the hours
of 11 a. ni. and I p. m., (beingcounty
court day) upon a credit of six
months, the following described
propel ty, to-wit:
A house and lot of ground in the
city of Hopkinsville, Ky., and de-
scribed as follows: Beirinning at the
S-W corner 44 the lot in Bryan's
line; thence east 78 feet, ruining
with Berry's line to a point within 40
feet of the center of the Lo iisviile
Nashville Railroad Co ; thence N
and parallel with the railroad 40 ft.
from the center thereof 31,i4 feet to
Gish'i S-E corner; notice W with
Oish's south line 70 feet to Bryan's
line; thence S with Bryan's line to
the beginning same being located on
16th street in Hopkinsville, Ky.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of Fiala
uetil paid and having ,he force and
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL, '
w3t
Master Commissioner. ;
FOR SALE.
One of the:most complete and de- ,
sirable suburban residences near the
city, just outside the city limits.
Fine, large two-story brick house
with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
closets and kitchen, elegant roomy
veranda, both front and back, house
piped and fully supplied with hot
and cold water from an inexhausti-
ble supply of pure, clear water from
all artesian well over 100 feet deep;
flood stable and all other outhouses
that could be needed on a large
place, twerity•three and one-half
acres of beautiful grounds; every-
thing in the very beet order and re-
pair.
This property can be bought for
less than the improvements would
coot. For particulars see
d&»vtf WIN FREE &KNIGHT.
Salve
For Pass, Burns, Soros.
Established 1864.
40.years successful record.
The Great Business Trainuit
School of Louisville N
offers the latest and ; best
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in,
•-atooso, P. Shorthand, Typtwelt.
Ins and other branehea,golga
pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experieneed teachers.
School open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.
,E0ANT CATALOGUE
E. J. WRIGHT...Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 25 and Walnut St..
Couisville,'IW.
1THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON XIII,FOURTHQUARTER,INTER
NATIONAL SERIES, DEC. 25.
text of the Lemma, bin. Ia. 1-7—Ment-
or erses, 6-7-0oldeu Text, lee.
lx, 0-comment:Ley Prepared by Rev.
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The memory verses give us the heart
of the lessini.and of the whole Bible
Holy. Not only ut Christmas, but at
ii times. It Is a fa...-. appropriate anal}...
fo.. we cannot u_n_erstand our Bibles
uuteso we iieep bei'ne us the plan and
purpose oil God its revealed therein.
Thu seed of the woman of Get'. ill, 15,
is the Sou of Abraham, the Son of Da-
vid of Mutt. 1, 1; the Son of Mary of
Luke 1.30-33. who is to have the throne
of Ills fattier, David. and reign over
the house of Jacob forever and of
whose kingdoul there is to be no end.
Ile is the Bop of Judah and tht toot of
David of v, 5; the root and off-
spring of David and the bright and
morning Star of Rev. xxii, 16; the King
of kings and Lord of lords of Rev. nil,
14; six. 1(1. He Is the Creator and pos-
sessor and controller of all things, the
Redeemer of Israel, the only Saviour of
sinners, the Judge of all mankind.
At the so called Christmas time the
children and all who attend the Sun-
day school are apt to hear a good deal
about the Babe In Bethlehem, but they
are not apt to hear Unit the child Jesus
was born and was crucified as the King
of the Jews Matt. II, 2; xxvii, 37).
Even though our lesson today Is from
the prophecy of Isaiah, whose message
was primarily to Judah and Jerusalem
(chapters I. 1; 11, 1), It Is probable that
very little may be said about Judah or
Jerumaletn, yet the throne of David at
Jerusalem is the central place in the
lesson.
Verses 1 and 2 take us on to their ful-
fillment, or partial fulfillment, recorded
In Matt. iv, 14, 16, and as to a practical
application of them to our own daily
life I am reminded of a request that
came to me from a missionary in Afri-
ca asking for prayer that while learn-
ing the language of the people they
(walking in darkness) might see in him
a great light, even Christ made mani-
fest in him. Would it not be a good
prayer for each of us that Christ ualght
so live in us that all about us who are
still in darkness "(light see the light of
His life In %and be drawn to Him.
Verses 3 to 5 tell of the joy of the
People when their Great Deliverer shall
have broken the yoke of every oppress-
or. The first part of verse 3 should be,
"Thou hest multiplied the nation, and
Thou host increard the joy." See re-
vised version. It will be by an over-
throw of their enemies, for it will he
the day of vengeance upon their ene-
mies, but of redemption for Israel (Ise.
xxxiv. 8; xxxv, 4; lxiii. 41. There is no
abiding joy to a nation or individual
apart from that which only He can
give. The Spirit loves to tell of Israel's
future glory: "The ransomed of the
Lord shall return and come to Zion
with songs and everlasting joy upon
their heads. They shall obtain Joy and
gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall
flee away" (lea. xxxv, 10; Ii. 11). "The
Lord shall be thine everlasting light.
and the days of thy mourning shall be
ended" (lea. lx, 19, 2)).
"Unto us a child is born, unto us a
son is given," had UN fulfillment, or at
least the first clause lied. when the an-
gel said to the shepherds on Beth's.
hem's plaine, "Unto you is born this
day In the city of David a Saviour.
which Is Christ the I.ord" (Luke 11,
I.et us not fail to notice the words "un-
to you" or in our lesson "unto us." It
I. Writel first and then all people. The
Sixty-seventh Penh]] is almost withoet
signitlenuce unlees the oft repeated
"um" of verses 1 and 7 Is SOCl/ to refer
to Isreel.
"The government shall be upon His
alioulder," "Of the Increase of Him gov-
ernment and peace there Shall be no
end upon the throne of David." etc.
This must be taken as literally as "Un-
to um a child Is born." There is DO oth-
er honest way to treat it. All other in-
terpretat101114 are perversions and
wrongs done hi the word of God, from
nil which the Lord deliver us: Let the
Lord's own ineesage to David and the
inemieige of Gabriel to Mary stand In
all Deer su till nile simplicity and grand-
eur l I Sam. vii, 12-16; Luke I, 30-33),
and do not hesitate to believe that it
shall be just as God says. Rejoice to
say, "I believe God that It shall be
even as It was told me" (Acts xxvii, 25).
"A king shell reign lu righteommess.
• • • and the work of righteousness
shall be peace and the effect of right-
eousness tillienteRS and assurance for-
ever" t1st. xxxil, 1,17). He shall be seen
to be "wonderful In counsel and excel-
lent in working," "Great in counsel and
mighty In work" (Ise. xxvill, 29; Jer.
xxxii, 19). He is the mighty God and
the everlasting Father, and He is say-
ing to us even now, "Call unto Me, and
I will answer thee and show thee great
and mighty thInge which thou knoweet
not" (Jet'. xxxIII, Si, and it becomes us
to say, "Ali. Lord God, behold Thou
bast made the heaven and the earth by
Thy great power and stretched out arm."
He Is the Prince of Peace, the God of
Peace, the Pence of God. Happy those
who can truly say, "Ile is our peace,"
"He In my peace" (Eph. 11, 14), and hap-
pier still all who have learned to "let
the peace of God rule in their hearts"
(Col. III, 15). Whether men may accept
GA'S purpose for Israel or not, the zeal
of the Lord of hosts will perform it
(verse 7). Let us dwell between His
shoulders (Deut. xxxill, 12) and allow
Him to carry us and all our burdens,
too, sure that when He mete the lost
sheep on His shoulders He will not fall
to bring It home with rejoicing (Luke
xv, 5, 6) and tell the children that Ile
carries the Iambi; In His bosom (Ian. TI,
11) and that He Is just the name as
when on earth lie took little children
up In Ills nrms Awl blessed them.
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IF THEY ARE WEAK— You are in constant danger of Pneu-
monia or Consumption which can be 'prevent by FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR if taken in time.
IF THEY ARE INFLAMED—You already have the first symii-
toms of lung trouble that may prove fatal and you should not delay
taking FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR. It cures all inflammatory con-ditions of the respiratory organs.
IF THEY ARE OBSTRUCTED—It is dangerous to use harsh •
expectorants which strain and weaken the lungs. FOLEWS HONEY
AND TAR soothes and strengthens and enables the tubes to be
naturally cleared.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
gives the greatest comfort and relief in advanced stages of lung trouble
and never fails to cure incipient Consumptioe. Contains no opiates.
For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pneumonia and Grippe. It stops the Cough and prevents Pneumonia. •
See That You Get
FOLEY'S
Honey and Tar
A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, Is., writes:-"Last winter I
had a bad cold on my lungs and tried
at least a half dozen advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from two
physicians without getting any benefit.
A friend recommended FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR and two thirds of
a bottle cured me. I consider it die
greatest cough and lung remedy in
the world."
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TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 1, Passenger-Daily.1
Lv. Hopkinsville 616 a IN
Ar. Clarksville... ....... 7:19 am
Ar. Ashland City 8.16 a;
Ar. Nashville 
 2•16 aas 
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CHAPTER I. off to wa - in t le direction of the to vu,
with T a half touted idea of looking iu 1118 Is to be a story of a Watts,
at least one murder and set-
ern' sudden deaths. For that
reason It begins with a pink
tea and among the mingled odors of
many delicate perfumes and the hale,
frank smell of Caroline Testout roses.
___There had been a great number of
--""r debutantes "coming out" that season in
bt San Francisco by weans of afternoon
teas, pink, lavender and otherwise.
/ This particular tea was well intended
to celebrate the fact that Josie Herrick
tbad arrived at that time of her life I
when she Was to wear her hair high
0/1ind her gowns long and to have a
aday'i of her' own quite distinct from
• that of her mother.
Ross Wilbur presented himself at the
Herrick house on Pacific avenue much
too early upon the afternoon of Miss
I Herrick's tea. As he made his way
up the eauvased stains he was aware
of a terrifying array of millinery and a
disquieting staccato chatter of femi-
nine voices In the parlors and reception
I rooms on either side of the hallway. A
single high hat In the room that had
been set apart for the men's use con-
firmed him ,u his suspicions.
"Might have known it would lie a
hen party till 6 anyhow," he muttered.
swinging out of his overcoat. "Bet 1
0 don't know one girl in twenty down
there now-all mamma's friends at this
hour, and papa's maiden sisters, and
Jo's schoolteachers and governesses
and music teachers, and I don't know
what all."
When he Went down he found it pre-
eleely as he expected. lie went up to
Miss Herrick, where she stood receiv-
ing with her mother and two of the
other girls, and allowed them to chaff
him on his forlornness.
"Maybe I seem at my ease.," said
Rosa Wilbur to them. "but really I am
very much frightened. I'm going to
run away as soon as it is decently
Asa,. possible, even before, unless you feed
11114.,. "I bellevc you had luncheon not two
hours ago." said M188 Herrick. "Come
along, though, and I'll give you some
chocolate and perhaps, if you're good,
a stuffed Mire. I got them Just be-
cause I knew you liked them. I ought
to stay here and receive, so I can't look
after you for long."
The two fought their way through
the crowded rooms to the luncheon ta-
ble, and Miss Herrick got Wilbur h.s
chocolate anti his stuffed olives. They
sat down and talked in a window re-
cess for a moment Wilbur toeing in In
absurd fashion as he tried to make
lap for his plamte.
"I thought," said Miss Herrick. "that
you were going on the Ridgeways'
yachting party this afternoon. Mrs.
Ridgeway said she was counting on
you. They Were going out with the
Petrel."
"She didn't count above a hundred.
though," answered Wilbur. "I got your
bid first, so I regretted the yachting
party, and 1 tames I'd have regretted it
anyhow." And he grinned at her over
his cup.
"Nice man," she Said, adding on the
instant, "I must go now, hogs."
"Wait till I eat the sugar out of my
cup," complained Wilbur. -Tel/ tile,"
be added, scraping vigorously at Cie
bottom of the cup with the inadequt.te
spoon-"tell me- you're going to the
hoedown tonight?"
"If you riesn the aasembly - yes, '
Ns
ft
"Will you give Me the first and tear!'"
"I'll give you the Dna, and you can
ask for the last then'
"Let's put It down. I know you•11
forget It." Wilbur drew a (ample of
ear& from his case.
*Programmes are not good form any
more," said Miss Herrick.
"Forgetting a dance Is wow."
He made mit the cards, writing on
the one he kept for himself, "First
waltz-Jo."
"I n.ust go back now," said Miss
Herrick, getting up.
"In that ease I shall run. I'm afraid
of girls."
"It's a pity about you!"
"I am. line girl, I don't say, but girl
in the aggregate, like this," and be
pointed his chin toward the thronged
parlors. "It unmans me."
"Goodby, then!"
"Goodby until tonight about"-
"About 9."
"About '9, then."
Ross Wilbur made his adieu to Mrs.
Herrick and the girls who were receiv-
ing and took himself away. As he
came out of the house and stood for a
moment on the steps, settling his hat
gingerly upon his hair so as not to
disturb the parting, he was not by any
means an ill looking chap. His good
height was helped out by his long coat
and his high silk hat, and there was
plenty of Jaw in the lower part of his
face. Nor was his tailor altogether
answerable for his shoulders. Three
years before this time floss Wilbur
had pulled at No. 5 in his varsity boat
In an eastern college that was not ac-
customed to athletic discomfiture.
"I wonder what I'm going to do with
Myself until supper time," he muttered
orbs came down the steps, feeling for
Od6die of his stick. He found no
answer to his question.
Mit the afternoon was One. and he set
at his cluh.
At his club he found a letter in his
box from hia particular chum, who
had been spending a month shooting
elk in Oregon. It read:
Dear Old Man-Will be back on the aft-
ernoon you receive this. Will hit the
town on the 3 o'clock boat. Get seats for
the beet show going-my treat-and ar-
range to assimilate nutriment at the
Poodle Dog-also mine. I've got miles of
talk in me that I've gut to reel off before
midnight. Yours. JERRY.
rya got a stand of horns for you. ItOss,
that are glory halleluiah.
"Well, I can't go," murmured Wil-
bur as he remembered the assembly
that was to come off that night and
his engaged dance with Jo Herrick.
He decided that it would be best to
meet Jerry as he came off the boat and
tell him bow matters stood. Then be
resolved. since no one that he knew
was in the club and the installment of
the Paris weeklies had not arrived,
that it would be amusing to go down
to the water front and loaf among the
shipping until it was time for Jerry's
boat.
Wilbur spent an hour along the
wharfs, watching the great grain ships
consigned to -Cork for orders" slowly
gorging themselves With whole har-
vests of wheat from the San Joaquin
valley; lumber vessels for Durban and
South African ports settling lower and
lower to the water's level as forests of
pine and redwood stratified themselves
along their decks and in their holds;
coal barges discharging from Nepal-
ino; busy little tugs coughing and nuz-
zling at the flanks of deep sea tramps,
while hay barges and Italian white.
hails came and went at every turn. A
Stockton river boat went by. her stern
wheel churning along behind like a
huge net reel; a tiny maelstrom of ac-
tivity (-entered about an Alaska com-
mercial company's steamboat that
would clear for Dawson lu the morn-
ing.
No quarter of one of the most pic-
turesque cities in the world bad more
interest for Wilbur than the water
front. In the mile or so of shipping
that stretched from the docks where
the China steamships landed down past
the ferry itlins and on to aleigme wharf
every maritime nation in the world wit,.
represented. More than once Wilbur
had talked to the loungers of the
wharfs, stevedores out of work, sailors
between voyages, calkers and ship
chandlers' men looking-not too ear-
nestly-for Jobs, so that on this occa-
sion when a little, undersized fellow in
dirty brown sweater and clothes of
Barbary coast cut asked him for a
match to light his pipe Wilbur offered
a cigar and passed the time of day
with hint. Wilbur had not forgotten
that he himself was dressed for an aft-
ernoon function. But The incongruity
of the business was precisely what
most amused him.
After a time the fellow suggested
drinks. ilbur hesitated for a DW-
I:Dent. It would be something- to tell
about, however, so, "All right, I'll driuk
with you.- he said.
The brown sweater led the way to a
sailors' boarding house hard by. The
rear of the place was built upon piles
over the water, but In front on the
ground floor was a barroom.
"Rum an' gum," announced the
brown sweater as the two came in mind
took their places at the bar.
"Rum an' gum, Tuck. Wattle you
have. sir?"
"Oh, I don't know." hesitated Wil-
bur. "Give me a mild Manhattan."
While the drinks were being ntixed
the brown sweater called Wilbur's at-
"I got your bid first."
tention to a fighting headdress front
the Marquesas that was hung on the
wall over the free lunch counter and
opposite the bar. Wilbur turned about
to look at It and remained so, his back
to the barkeeper, till the latter told
them their drinks were ready.
"Well, mate, here's; big blocks an'
taut hawse pipes,' said the brown
!sweater cordially.
"Tour very good health," returned
Wilbur. ,
tThe brown swI ter wiped a thin
mustache in the ollow of his palm
and wiped that palm upon his trousers
leg.
"Yes. sir," he continued, once more
facing the Marquesas headdress. "Yes,
sir; they're qutuir game down there."
"In the Marquemns islands, you
mean?" said Wilbur.
"Yes, sir, they're I 'neer game. When
they ain't tattoohe thelreelves with
Scripture tex's they git frotu the mis-
sionaries. they're pullin' out the hairs
all over their bodies with two clam
shells. Hair by hair, you uederetan'."
"Pullai out 'em hair?" said Wilbur,
woudeting what was the matter with
his tongue.
-rimy think it's clever-think the
women folk like it."
Wilbur had (added that the little
man hail worn a brown sweater when
they first met. But now, strangely
enough, ho was not in the least sur-
prised to se`e It Iridescent, like a pi-
geon's breast.
"Y' ever been down that way'!" in
quired the little man next.
Wilbur heard the words distinetl.‘
enough, but somehow they refused to
fit Into the right places in his brain.
He pulled himself together, frowning
heavily.
"What -did - you-say ?" he asked
with great deliberation, biting off his
words. Then he noticed that he and
his companion were no longer in the
barroom, but In a little room back of
it. His personality divided itself. There
was one Boas Wilbur, who could not
make his hands go where he wanted
them, who said one word when he
thought another and whose legs below
the knee were made of solid lend;
then there was another Ross Wilbur -
Ross Wilbur the alert, who was per-
fectly clear headed and who stood off
to ODP side and watched his twin broth-
er making a monkey of himself, with-
out power „It'd without even the desire
of helping him.
This latter Wilbur heard the irides-
cent sweater say:
"Bust me, if y' ain't squiffy, old man.
Stand by a bit, an' we'll have a ball."
"Can't have got-return--exceptional-
ly-and the round table-pull out hairs
WI' tu clahodils,- gabbled Wilbur's
stupefied double, and Wilbur the alert
said to himself: "You're not drunk,
Ross Wilbur; that's certain. What
could they have put in your cocktail?"
The Iridescent sweater stamped twice
upon the floor, anti a trapdoor fell
away beneath Wilbur's feet like the
drop of a gallows. With the eyes of
his undrugged self Wilbur had a
glimpse of water below. His elbow
struck the floor as he went down, and
he fell feet first into a whitebait boat
He had time to observe two men at the
oars and to look between the piles that
supported the house above him and
catch a glimpse of the bay and a glint
of the Contra Costa shore. He was
not in the least surprised at what bud
happened and made up his mind that
It would be a good idea to Ile down iu
the boat and go to sleep.
Suddenly, bet how long after his ad-
vent into the boat he could not tell, his
wits began to return and settle them-
selves like wild birds flocking again
after a scare. Swiftly he took in the
scene.
The blue waters of the bay around
him, the deck of ft schooner on which
he stood, the Whitehall boat alongside
and an enormous man with a face like
a setting moon wrangling with his
friend In the sweater, no longer irides-
cent,
"What do you call it?" shouted the
red man. 'I want able seamen. I don't
firmer on working this boat with danc-
ing masters do I? We ain't exactly do-
ing quadrilles on my quarter deck. If
we don't luak out we'll step on this
thing and break it. It ain't ought to be
let around loose without its ma."
"Rot that!" vociferattel the brown
sweater. "I tell you he's one of the
best sailor men on the front. If he
ain't, we'll forfeit the money. Come
on, Captain Kitchell; we made show
enough gettin' away AR it was, end
this daytime business ain't our line.
D'you sign or not? Here's the advance
note. I got to duck my nut or I'll have
the patrol Laat after me."
"Ell sign this once," growled the oth-
er, scrawling his name on the note,
"but if this swab ain't up to sample
he'll conic back by freight, an' I'll drop
In on me ,dear friend Jim when we
come back and give him a reel nice
time, an' 3 can lay to that, Billy
Trim." The brown sweater pocketed
the note, went over the side uud row-
ed off.
Wilbur stood in the waist of a
schooner anchored in the stream well
off Fisherman's 'wharf. In the for-
ward part of the schooner a Chinaman
In brown dock was mixing paint. Wil-
bur was conscious that he still wore
his high hat and long coat, but his
stick was gone and one gray glove was
slit to the button. In front of him
towered the enormous red faced man.
A pungent reek of some kind of rancid
fat or oil assailed his nostrils. Over
by Alcatraz a ferryboat whistled for
its slip as it elbowed its way through
the water.
Wilbur had himself fairly in hand
by now. His wits were all about him,
but the altuation was beyond him as
yet.
"Gft for'o." commanded the big nia ml,
Wilbur drew himself up, angry in
an instant. "Look here," he began,
"what's the meaning of this business?
I know I've been drugged and tnishan-
died. I demand to be put ashore. Do
you understand that?"
"Angel child," whimpered the big
man. "Oh, you !flee of the vallee, you
bright an' mornin' star! I'm reely
pained, y' know, that your tally can't
come along, but we'll have your piano
set up in the lazaretto. It gives me
genuine grief, it do, to see you belie
Obliged to put your lilee white feet on
this here vulgar an' dirtee deck. WV
have the Wilton carpet down by bp.
asorrar, so we will, my dear. Ti
Itesliddettly broke out as his rate
ed over. "Glt toed, d'ye heart
captain of title here bathtub, an' that's
ill it need to know for a good while
to come. I ain't generally got to ti•ll
lint to a Man but once, but I'll stretch
he point Just for love of you, angel
-1111(1. Now, then, move!"
Wilbur stood motionless, puzzled be-
yond expreesion. No experience he hind
:wet* twee through helped in this sit-
"Look here," he began, "I"---
The captain knocked him down with
A blow of one enormous fist upon the
mouth, and.while he WAR yet stretched
upon the deck kicked him savagely in
the stoiniieh. Then he allowed him to
rise, caught him by the neck and the
slack of Ids overcoat and ran him
forward to where a hatchway not two
feet across opened In the deck. With-
out ado he flung him down into the
darkness below, and while Wilbur, diz-
zied by the fall, sat on the floor at the
foot of time vertical companion ladder,
gazing about him with distended eyes,
there rallied down upon his bead first
an oilskin coat, then a sou'wester, a
pair of oilskin • breeches, woolen socks
and a plug of tobacco. Above him,
down the contracted square of the
hatch, came the bellowing of the cap-
tain's voice:
'There's you tit out, Mister Lilee of
the Vallee, which the same our dear
.4 tt:aptnor fell away beneath. IV ilbU7
feet
friend Jim makes a present of and no
charge. because he loves you so. You're
allowed two minutes to change, an' it is
to be hoped as how you won't force me
to emne for to assist."
It would have been interesting to
have followed, step by step, the men-
tal process that now took place in Ross
Wilbur's brain. The captain had given
him two minutes in which to change
The time was short enough, but even
at that Wilbur (-hanged more than his
clothes (luring the two minutes he wits
left to hiniself in the reeking dark of
the schooner's fo'c•stle. It was more
than a change-it was a revolution.
What he made up his mind to do, pre-
cisely what mental attitude he decided
to adopt. imust what new niche he elect-
ed whereiu to set his feet, it is difficult
to say. Only by results could the
change be guessed at. He went down
the forward hatch at the toe of Kitch-
ell's boot-silk hatted, meltou over-
coated, patent booted and gloved In
suedes. Two minutes later there
emerged upon the deck It figure in oil-
skins and a sou'wester. There was
blood upon the face of him and the
grinie of an unclean ship upon his bare
hands. It Was Wilbur, and yet net
Wilbur. In two minutes he had been,
In a way, born again. The only traces
of his former self were the patent
leather boots, still persistent In their
gloss and shine, that showed with grim
incongruity below the vast compass or
the oilskin breeches-
As Wilbur came on deck he saw the
crew of the schooner hurrying for-
ward, six of them. Chinamen every
one, in brown jeans and black felt
hats. On the quarter deck stood the
captain barking his orders.
"Consider the Lliee of the Vallee."
bellowed the latter as his eye fell
upon Wilbur the transformed. "Clap
on to that starboard windlass brake.
sonny." 
Wilbur saw the Chinamen ranging
theinselves about what he guessed was
the windlass in the schooner's bow.
He folh)wesi and took his place among
thelti, grasping one of the bars.
"Break down!" came the next or-
der. Wilbur and the Chinamen obey-
ed, bearing up and down upon the bars
till the slack of the anchor chain came
home and stretched taut and dripping
front the hawse holes.
" 'Vast hea f
And then as Wilbur released the
brake and turned about for the next
order he east his glance out upon the
bay, and 'here, not 150 yards away,
her spotless sails tense, her cordage
humming, her immaculate flanks slip-
ping easily through the waves, the
water hissing and churning under her
forefoot. &eon, gleaming, dainty and
aristocratic. the Ridgeway& yacht Pet-
rel passed like a thing of life. Wilbur
saw Nat Ridgeway himself at the
wheel. Girls in smart gowns and
young fellows In WillIO ducks and
yachting caps-all friends of hits-
crowded the decks. A little orchestra
of musicians were reeling off a quick-
step.
Time popping of a cork and a gale of
talk and laughter came to his ears.
Wilbur stared at the picture, his faee
devoid of expression. The Petrel came
on, drew nearer, was not a hundred
feet away from the schooner's stern.
A strong swimmer, such as Wilbur,
could cover the distance In a few
strokes. Two minutes ago Wilbur
might have-
"Set your =Mel!" came the bellow
of Captain Kitchell. "Clap on to your
*Tat and Reolt
(TO am CONTINtilID
Pu
Having bought the magnificent
Kee stock of
GROCERIES,
Very cheap, I am pre;ared to
them at ridiculously lo prices, tt
will continue to do so ukitil same
closed out. Fish and Oysters. High'.
market price paid for pioduce.
L. H. McPCEE
Hopkinsiville, Ky.
liwwaiwww
KEEP WARM!
C011BINED NECK and EA MUFFLER
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm, durable
and neat. Makes zero weath pheasant. A sure preven-
tative for coughs, colds, pneumonia and consumption.
GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!
We have the largest Hoe of guns of anyone in the
city-double and single barrel-also: rifles. Ali drum-
mers' samples which we are selling below cost and less
than what other merchants would have to pay the job-
bers for the same gun. Call and see the guns and get,
priciest.
We carry a full line of Hunting Coats, Hunting
Mests, Hunting Shoes (waterproof) Leggins, Gun Cases,
in fact every thing a hunter needs.
Gun Repairing a Specialty.
Bicycles Cameras Kt daks Sweaters
Foot Balls Striking Bags Fencing Foils
Boxing Gloves Exercisers Talking Machines .
Gymnasium Shoes Striking Bag Platforms
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
AiVk,MRSIPPM PASIMANVIM
HapKinsville Tobacco arellonse
[Nelson & Dabney I
1-10PKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
The Abernathy Company, Props.
MI Sell Tobacco in Hogshead or Loose.
Prompt Personal Attention to all Busineses.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PRIZED TOBACCO
IN STORE,
 a
Pay Spot Cash for
PRODUCE and FEED
Eggs Poultry Wool 'fides Sheep
Pelts Furs hay Corn Oats
We pay the market prices and 3pot cash; we buy in
all quantities—large and small. Ready to do business at
all time. Cali and see us for prices.
NNT Wiley & Co
ji Ninth St.. near L. N. Depot
Ali Cemetery WorliMonuments at Lowest Prices. 
Tombstones Iron Fencing 
Markers' fjirher notice I can
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South 'n Street
01:4 II roW
imago AT THE PADU-
CAH MEETING
t Teams Next Season.—
Farnbaker Bobs Up
Serenely.
g to illness in his family,
eta W. M. Hancock, of the
nebille team, and mecretary of
K. I. T. league, was unable to at-
toad the informal meeting of the
managers held in Paducah,
bat was in telephone communication
With the eonferenoe.
The meeting was preliminary to
We regular meeting to wind up last
yeaVe business of the league end to
form plans for the reorganization of
the K. I. T.
All the member* present were very
siathusiaatici,and the K. I. T. league
is an assured fact for 1906.
In all probability the league next
season will have eight teams instead
of six, as at present. The new teams
will be Marion, Ill., and Owensboro,
Ky., and if Henderson and Clarks-
ville again join the league,it will car-
thinly be an eight-team oiganization.
It was this sense of the majority that
tbe guarantee fee of the dubs joining
be raised from $200 to $400, which
will be done at the regular meeting,
also the visiting clubs' forfeit will be
greatly increased, to enable the clubs
to spend more money for players.
It was decided to hold the regular
meeting at Vincennes, Ind.,at which
time it will be determired whether
or uot the league will nave eight
teams, and the election of a president
made.
It lean assured fact that the league
will have a new president next year.
Former Secretary Farnbakor, of
Cairo, was present. He stated that
he would settle in full at the regular
meeting. Farnbaker is a candidate
president and secretary of the
league. Farnbaker says he has corn
pleted the batting averages of all the
players, and that Jeff Moore, of the
Hopkinsville team, and Shannon, of
Cairo, lead the league. They were
the only players who batted above
300. Moore and Marro, of the local
team, have been drafted by St. Paul
for next season. The only cloud on
the K. I. T. horizon is the enmity of
Farnbaker for President Thompson
and Secretary Hancock. He claims
that Cairo will zlose its park before
playing in the league if those officers
are continued in office. Farnbaker is
like Artemas Ward's Ica igaroo, an
"amoosing cuss."
Church Hill Grange.
Church Hill Grange, No. 109, will
meet Friday, Dec. SO, instead of 1).c.
fa. By order of the Grange.
M ATTIE SUE BRoWNINt;,
Secretary.
Articles Flied.
The articles of incorporation of the
Kentucky Bed co opany were filed
this morning for record in the coun-
ty clerk's office here and will be for-
warded to Frankfort today to bellied
in the office of secretary of slate.
FRAN K FORT, Ky., Dec. 20.—The
Hopkinsville Building and Loan as-
sociatien, of Christie!, county, has
tiled articles in the office of the sec-
retary of state to reincorporate with
$100,000 waist stock.
NAN PATTERSON
foOn the Stand In Her Own
Behalf.
NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Nan Pat-
terson took the witness stand in her
own behalf and recited at lengtii the
story of her relations with Ciesar
Young. She denied emphatically
that she fired the shot which
killed Young, and said she had no
pistol in her peieession. She also de-
nied that she was ismayed at
Young's proposed deeartt, for Eu-
ror), and said she had agree( 
t fol-
low him to London.
REAL KENTUCKIAN
GRACEFULLY APOLO-
GISES AFTER PERIL
Bluegrass Colonel Begs Par-
don of a Passenger
Conductor.
(Special to New Era)
CHICAGO, Dec. 20.—An apology
from the supposed victim relieved
the fears of the engineer of a fast
train on the Northwestern road
which was stopped at Grove street,
Evanston, yesterday afternoon be-
cause it was thought Col. M. J. Dren-
nan had been struck and killed.
Col. Drennan came from Kentucky
and reaides at 1227 Chicago avenue,
Evanston. He is 66 years old and
does not hear well. He was crossing
the tracks when the train flew past
so close to him that it knocked the
cane from his hands. The condue or
came running back to discover the
extent of his injuries. The colonel
met him with a smile and said:
"No, I am not hurt, and I want to
apologise most sincerely for delaying
your train. Will you kindly convey
my regrets for the accident to the en-
gineer and the company?"
Especial Preparation
has been made by Forbes M'f'g. Co.,
for the Christmas trade, They have
the entire front of their immense up-
per store—sixty feet wide—devoted
to an artistic display of fancy china,
collectors' plates, cut glass, tine carv-
ing sets, Rogers' silver knives and
forks, bric-a-brac, chafing dishes
fancy coffee and tea pots, after•din-
ner cups and saucers and toilet sets;
everything that delights the fastid-
ious housekeeper. They invite all
lovers of this class of goods to pay
their big store a visit. tud2twit
_ • 
If you want pure whiskies
buy from the Old Reliable
Samuel & Co., 108 Main St.
NINE MENNE DEAD
AND TWO OTHERS ARE
DYING.
Drank Wood Alcohol To Cel-
ebrate Approach Of
Christmas.
(Special to New Era)
ASHLAND, Ky., Dec. 20.—Four
more have been added to the list of
six dead and t wo are reported dying
from the effects of wood alcohol
poisoning at the mouth of Bjaver,
Big Sandy, Friday night. Three
push boats with A crew of seventeen
men were en route to Pikeville, the
boats being loaded with freight. At
the mouth of Beaver, five mites
above Preston burg, two of the boats
sank and the inert swam and waded
ashore with much of the freight. A
jug of wood alcohol war one of the
articles saved. One said: "Let's
drink the alcohol." Another said:
"It will kill us, see the poison label."
One of the crew began mixing drinks
and said: "Come on, let's nave our
Christmas now. I: poison we
will all die together." •
•J'hey drank the stuff and while at
supper became violently ill. Two
doctors were called.
The dead are: Capt. Henry Spriggs,
of Buffalo; Field and Shathi Daniels,
Muddy Branch; Sam Harmon and
Henry Spencer, Tom's Creek; Cur-
tis Adams, Magofflo county; Henry
Salmons, Tom Salmons, Ike Dejosset
and John Goble, of Johnson county.
Two other members of the crew are
reported dying and three are missing.
Buy] your holiday wines
and whiskies from Samuel &
Co., 108 Main St. w2t
Mrs. Mabel l'age and little son
Leonard, of Elkton, are visitir:g the
family okMr. R CCLawson.
First Chapter Today.
OUR NEW STORY
Moran of the Lady Letty
BY FRANK NORRIS
Author of "The Pit." "The Octopus," 'etc.
Thii is a sea tale, one of romance and adventure. In it you
smell the salt air, feel the salt breezes and hear the mysterious
voices of the ocean calling you.
In the author's graphic word painting you forget your sur-
roundings and see it all from the deck of the schooner. For
example:
" The Bertha Millner fretted and danced and shook her sails,
calling impatiently for the wind.
"The cordage sang like harp strings. The schooner's fore-
foot cm usl7ed down inte the heaving water with a hissing like that
of steam.
" Not once did the Bertha Millner falter in her race. Like
an mibitted horse, all restraint shaken off, she ran free toward
the ocean as to her pasture land
" The schooner swept
by, shot like an arrow
through the swirling cur-
rents of the Golden Gate
and dipped and bowed and
courtesied to the Pacific
that reached toward her his
myriad curling fingers."
And Moran, daughter of
the vikings, the strangest
• woman you ever met in fic-
tion—a tenth century char-
acter reincarnated.
Moran of the Lady
Lefty will be Printed
n This naner
' They pledged each other.
HASMONEY TO BURN NEV PITON HOME
CEN. MILES IS HICHEST
SALARIED SOLDIER
Will Be Permitted to Serve
As Adjutant General Of
Massachusetts.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 20 —Secre-
tary, Taft has written Gov.-elect
Douglas, of Massachusetts. Ihat, by
permission of the president. he will
detail Gen. Nelson A. Miles to be
adjutant general of the Massachu-
setts state militia. Under this detail
Gen. Miles will be the higtfest-sal-
aried soldier in the country. His pay
now se a retired officer is $8,260 a
year. When he assumes his new du-
ties his compensation from the gov-
ernment will be $11,000 the full pay
of an active lieutenant general, and
allowances, which include $100 a
month for house rent, four horses,
forage and fuel, amounting to in all
about $2,000. Besides all this, which
is equivalent to Gen. Chaffee'a sal-
ary, Oen. Miles will get $3,630 from
the state of Massachusetts.
STAVE IS. PISTOL
Jim Dawson and Mann Lacey, ne-
gro boys, had a quarrel Monday on
Mr. T. E. Caudie's farm. Lacey at-
tacked Dawson with albarrel stave,
arid the latter drew:a pistol and fired.
The bullet struck Lacey in the lower
part of the body, inflicting a wound
that is not serious. Dawson WAN ar
jested and Is in jail.
IS FORMALLY TRANSFER-
RED TO THE ORDER.
Dedication Will Be Elabo-
rate Event -Some Exten-
sive Improvements.
The formal transfer of "The
Elms" to the State Grand Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, as a Widows'
and Orphans' Home for the order,
was made Saturday night at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington, when
Treasurer R O. Fitch, with the ap-
proval of the board of control, hand-
ed Real Estate Broker Bishop Clay.
representing Richardson Gibson,
from whom the place was purchased,
a check for $30,000 and received in
exchange from Mr. Clay a deed for
the property.
This is the first Pythian home
south of the Ohio river and its dedi-
cation will be an important event. It
is understood that the hoard contem-
plates making extensive improve-
ments In the property between now
and the date of dedication, when it
will he opened to the public.
Evergreen lodge, of this city, will
furnish one of the rooms.
Kentucky 4 years old, $2
per gallon at Samuel, & Co.
108 Main St.
Taken Above.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Bu!lard died this 'afternoon of
pneumonia in Nashville where he
had been under treatment about a
week. An operation was performed
several days ago for appendicitis and
the child, though his condition was
at first critical, had improved, and
this tnorning seemed so much better
the physicians thought, he could be
breught home the latter part of the
week. The death this afternoon was
unexpected. The remains will ar-
rive in the city tonight or tomorrow
m iroiiig,abd the interment will take
place tomorrow at Hopewell ceme-
tery. The tenderest sympathy of a
host of friends goes out to Mr. and
Mrs. Bullard in their! untold stirrow
and bereavement.
the city, which Mr. Shelton has
leased. The bride is the attractive
and accomplished daughter of Mr.
and Mr. R. H. Wilson, of the Gracey
vicinity, and a neice of Mrs. M J.
Underwood, of this city. The fortu-
nate groom is a popular young farm-
er and is business man of sterling
worth.
NOW REORGANIZE
SURE NOW OIRISEIEDIFF OF T
HOSPITALS MAY SOON SE
CLOSED.
Dr. McCormack Insists On
Compulsory Vaccination
In North Christian.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The soinlip-x scare -'-'-i.e to be a
thing of the past, aid witliiii a few
days all eigns of the existet ce of the
disease in Christian county *ill
probably b. stamped out. Cases are
being diecharged lii iatge numbers
every (lay from the three eruptive
hospitals and at the presint rate it
will only he a short while mail these
houses can be close I Dr. McCor-
mick was communicated with yes-
terday over the 'phoine and he stated
that he hail. no orders to Iseue in re-
gard to this county except that the
compulsor. yaccitiatioo must he eu-
forced more rigidly in North Chriii-
tiaii, in order to do away with *to
probatility of the disease spreadiug
Maxie Blythe, wh ise ease ass eg
gravated and whose cocontion wen
serious, is much The ba-
by of Mr. and Mrs. Ford Wright was
liemissed Thursday and the qusran-
tine on the house raised.
There is reported to be a serious
outbreak of the disease at Roaring
Springs in Trigg county . 'I he die-
ease has been knowti to have been
I rigg coil .ty at several point.' for
-iv' ral months bu. oink nil a mild
form aid little ettenition nas been
tail to it. It Is probable, however,
that now the authorities will at 'Wee
proceed to Adopt %tree m-aienres
ehfiek a further hPreHli III than
county.
RESIGNS HIS OFFICE
RESUME FARMING
Foil* Crasty Appointed
Serve Out the Unexpl
Term.
Sheriff Alex Wallace has tend
his resignation to County J
Ithiguarn as sheriff of Triirg 0011
to take effect January 1, 1906,
rne judge has announced that be
,appoint the Hon. F. K. Grasty to
out the tu.explred term of Mr.
Ilace. Mr. Wallace will return toads <
Inome near Cerulean Springs '441
tie owns two large farms, and Wifi-
give them all of his attention. E$
has made one of the best sheriffs Al
potinte ever had, and his Map}
friends regret it has become
necessary for him to give up his if.,
Green Springs 8 year aid
!whiskey pure and melloiv,
1*3.00 per gallon at Samuel*
iCo's.
Notes About Peopit
From Tuesdays Daily.
Miss Ton) Ware has returned fries
vi-it to friends in South christlaw
Mr James M Green is *pendia, a
few flays here with relatives en mete
froin Racine, Wis., to his home In
IAS,
Mr. L. Dade Green and Miss Berta
Green will leave tomorrow for New
0, I, alms arid Lake Charles to ?telt
tri tile and relatives.
Mr. John Brasher, of Madisonville.
is in the city.
WILSON-SHELTON. 
1 1, 
c
Miss A adios Hardin, of Warren
, George E. Gary.
Mr. Robert Shelton nerd Miss Daley
Wilson were married Sunda, after-
noon at the residence el Mr. Themas
Wilson, the bride's brother on cisive..
land avenue- Rev. Dr. C: H. Nash
officiated. The couple will reside on
ouote i. s visiting the family of Mr.
Mr. George F Boehne, secretary.
land treasurer of Lockyear's
Ine-s Coll ge. is in the city. Every-c,.lt
!tri tog le In readiness for the opening-
iot the school here on Jan. 2. Stu-
'dents are being enrolled daily.
(From Monday's Daily.)
the farm of Mr. John Tics, near,
Mrs. E. R. Overby, of Paducah, is
visiting Mrs. T. W. Wootton.
John J. Rust, of Nashvilie,
is visiting the family of his
mother, Mrs. M. G. Rust.
Mr. A. P. Crockett, of Oklahoma
City, 0. T. is nti the city.
Mrs. Tandy Wadlington, of Mont-
gomery, I. spending today in theeity.
Mr. W. W. Eddins and wife, front.
Petnbroke, are in the city.
Messrs. P. B. Pendleton andtr
IChilton. of Pembroke, are in
Penn.,,
grand-1
l'he Kentucky State'Fecieeation of Nmf a vrs.Rurirt o Kt.Wiratige 
Thomas
rddhaTa hroemturu
Labor has completed its reorganize- from
'Cook's family at Murray.
tion at Louisville and adjourned to I
Mrs. M. P. Gentry Hillman,
meet In Covington on the first Mon-
Birmingham, Ala., is visiting he
day in December of next year and brothers, tie Messrs. Wooldridge.
the delegates have return. d home.
Mr. Hugh N. Wood, of Lexington*
The election of officers resulted sit
follows: 
is in the city for the holidays.
President, J. D. Wood, of Central
City; first vice riresident. Herman F.
Young, of Louisville; second vice
president, Peter Smith, of Paducah;
third vice president, J S. McCiack-
ien, of Kooxville; ourth vice presi-
dent. J. R. 1.1 ' 7, of Lexington;
fifth vice prim ifit, Miss Mamie
Waiike, of Covington; secretary-
treasurer, John Young; auditors, W.
H. Stembel, of Covington, and H. C.
Searle, of Louisville; legislative
committee, C. W. Wills, of Central
City; W. Alcoke, of Lexington, and
C. H Sidener, of Covington.
Mr. J. A. Thomas left yestei day for
Memehis where he has acaepted a
position.
MJsses Dame and Mary-4101M
Who hay., 11SSII visiting Mrs. M.
Hill for several weeks, have n-
ed to Huntsville, Ale.
Misses Stella &nth Buna Dore left
yesterday for Central City where
they will visit relatives.
Miss Lillie Owen has returned frord
la visit to Nashville.
I Mrs. J. N. Rebinson, of Clarks-'
; vile, is visiting Mrs. D. M. Booker. lbsiti
Miss Edna Owen, of Calhoon, will
arrive tonight to visit Miss Dints
Owen.
John Skarry Resigns.
PRETTY FIGHT ON J. L. Skarry has resigned his peel-
A hot tight is being waged between 
'ion as chief dispatcher of the Nash-
E. T. Franks, of Owensboro, and W. ville division of the Louisville &
H. Overby, of Henderson, for the Nashville Railroad, and A. W.
Brant has been appointed to Lb. vs-
revenue collectorship of the Second
.Kentucky district. Franks now holds! caneY• Mr. Skarry was promoted to
tine office and v. as appointed by pros_ the position of chief dispatcherabou
t
ident McKinley during his first term. °Ile ysar ago, having for
He wants another four years. Over-
by made the race for congress this
fah against Coogreesinan A. O. Stan-
ley. He WAS indorsed by the Repub-
lican County Central committee of
Henderson county for postmaster at
Henderson, but it is understood
among his friend. that this was only
a bluff, and that, in fact, Overby Is
after the revenuesiolleatership.
several
years been one of the dispatchers its
the office. With the exception Of a
short term of service with the MI-
nois Central, he has been with the
Louisville & Nashville since be was
a boy and is a most capable man at fl
handling trains. Mr. Skrirry. iitti
some to his old home at Hopbbia-
villa for a short stay, and it is prob.
able wiil accept a position at Louis-
wills.
. _
 
X all of the po ular nov
elists. in the flan household let Me write a bad book
same way, byj lay rapidity of reading, and slip it in through the
 crack of the
I am able t some extent to keep :seat door int
o that young man's hands.
abreest of t e literature of this day. fa that bad boo
k I will open ,that
oung tnen's eyes to the pleasures of
stn. I will excite all his evil passions.
Before tin t young nudes eyes I will
halo sin in as fascinatitig language as
Lord Byron ever did in his autobiog-
raphy of Don Juan. In that book
through a garden of fragrant roses I
will lead that young man up to the
very gates of hell. I will make him
think he is approaching the gates of
heaven. Then, just at the right mo-
ment, when that tempting book is
working its charms, we will give that
young man a shove and push him into
the Mimes of the bottomless pit."
"Alm!" cried the demons exultingly.
"Alm! We will capture that young man
through the influence of a bad book."
0 man, am I going beyond the truth
when I state that your eyes were first
opened to the sins of this world
through the influence of a bad book?
And am I going beyond mY right when
almage
t Sermon
By Rev.
/ Prank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
1 
es Los Angeles. Cal.. Dec. 18.—In tlii,
)bookmaking age. and particularly at
;the season when presses are turning
feut the largest of the year's literary
toutput, the preacher in this sermon
fives some timely advice as 
to the
ilioice of books. The text is Ecclesias-
ks xii, 12, "Of making many books
there is no end."
Wendell Phillips for ninny years
Went up and down the land deliveringekha
lecture entitled "The Lost Arts."
t lecture was in most respects a
glorification it thealgest. If, however,
we shotrid balo the *sent and deliver'tit
sew lecture (ratitied "The Found
almost \sellout exception most
of us w ,uld catalogue the art of book-
king us among the greatest of all
trn accomplishments. In 
our ego-
self complacency many of us
_pre long supposed that the ancients
-.new but little about books. We look
upon the great English and American
end French and German and Russian
tbiflach would he just as ineomprehenel•ties as modern developments
ble to our ancestors If they should sud-
denly come to life as would be the tele-
phone or the telegrapheur the electric
car or the modern steam engine. Thus.
when some of us today hear the words
r of My te
xt we are amazed. We say to
each other. "What did King Solomon
main when he said. 'Of making many
books there is no end, and much study
—II a weariness to the flesh.' Were there
many books in King Solomon's time,
A
at' 
was he In prophetic vision hearing
• the hangings and the crashings of t
he
modern twentieth century printing
press?"
) No. King Solomon was not hearingthe timonlegs and cramblugs of the
modern printing press. Ile was listen-
ing, however, to the scratchings of the
scribes' .peus. The bookmakers were
dem very busy everywhere. They
Wt have been buoy at that time.
Moser. the greatest of all poets both
lerlug and dead, certainly lived and
wrote not more than a few years after
floloarion died. Thucydides, Aristoph-
anee, Demosthenes, Herodotus and 
So-
whose writings are placed among
classics of the ages, wrote their
Itlhoughts only a few hundred years
sitter 
King Solomon lived. Five bun-
ears before Solomon was barn
ills Lord said to Moses, "Write thi
s for
'memorial in a book " That Moses
llut well qualified for the ti -
1k W 1 ' have
abundant proof. Long before his day
had written books, cumbrous pro-
uctlons In baked clay, that as a boy 
in
Egypt he had laboriously conned. T
he
practice of writing books Was contin-
ued, and the ancient authors had be-
come so prolific that the author of E
c-
clesiastes felt as inoet of us do In try-
to dig our way put from amid the
'avalanche of the literature of the pr
es-
ent day. "Of tanking many boo
ks
there is no cud." the wisest of all me
n
. cried 3010 years ago. "Of 
making
II many books there is no end," w
e cry
Is the beginning of this twentie
th ceo-
NU.
Myriads of books surround us. The
. 
Congressional library aloue has over
1
 
.. ' lions and millions of th
em -good books
k' :.itulicgmhict)ift atchceot lnodThaetiLeswforli'l35017ra -
lig0 AM, waking in all space for 4,6d°,
' 'i"0001 biota. nooks, books, bo
oks, books,
f; books everywhere- -books In differ
ent
rlonns as newspapers, books as
 maga-
, sines. books recording the hist
ories of
.• ( nations, books as biographies, boo
ks in
, ' fictitious story or in nov
el form. books
-''' -In rhythmic meter or as poet: y. books
' Ill sermonic amid theological
 disserta-
•;„.: than, books :is essays! Th
ere are mil-
and bad books. Now conies the 
prae-
to' ties
! question. What shall we do w
ith
these books? They cattle to us 
to as-
sist or eetar(I, to re-euforre or to end'-
Ate us iii the struggle of life, 
How
.. :1141/447ketitliis- t,i,leinl io?pirtHilonwildshualh
ikwhe ad 
l
to:e-
it
e  qt.
"!
Admit Only the Beet.
A nu's I.brary. hi the Mist pla
ce.
mild he like the sanctuary of his
rt, Into u hich he admits only 
his
, best friends it should have ro
om f,,
Only a very few rend a cilltefully chosen
. ,,ilection of books. Theme should be
mod and reread and read again. Like
...tn. dearest friends, they should enter
i:, t lives. They should not be were person-
alities 
the very warp and woof of our
toeing. Their thoughts should become
ttir thoughts, and their teaching 
should
translated into the actions of our
Citi with whom we have only a
) speaking acquaintance. They shoul
d
l'aot be iiiolle half strangers to who
m
We have to be reIntreluctel every 
time
WI meet them away from our 
homes.
They should become integral p
arts of
our mental, moral and spiritual
 being.
We should be so sure of the
ir wisdom
tete we can accept them as 
our guides.
Itee inspire us to right 
thinking, right
lag and right acting. Rare indeed
euels books! When they have 
been
they should be treasured as
precious than gold, but let us not
to find many of them.
'"AL library to have only roo
m for n
books? What do you menu by tha
t
on?" some one says. "Why, 1
ye thought the more hooks a man
the better he la educated. taking
gIontcd. of course, that the books
roods are good hooks. .Nly parents
me along these lines. When
sagg vowing up my mother used to
JO coots for every book i 
I spoke up and sa : VLet me try a dank
Oh, no: you; a rewrong. The more
books a man, reads the more he knows.
The less u man reads the less he will
know. 'Reaping.' said Lord Bacon,
'makes a full man.'"
Ant I w9eng? I believe today that
one of tlye curses of this age Is 
too
much peZding and too little thinking.
Men and women cram tinetuselves with
a lot of mentally uudigeeted literature
Iii the same way that nanny people be-
come gortunads at a dining table. It
Is not the amount 'of food you put into
your stomaeh that makes you a strong
Maw it Is the amouut of food you di-
gest. We should think a man very
silly who said: "I want to make my-
self a phyalcal giant. I am therefore
going to eat euougli food for ten men.
At breakfitat I will have the cook
bring to me three pounds of beefsteak
and a dozen eggs and half a bushel of
mashed potatoes, and I will sit there
and try to eat them all. When d
inner I state that one of the reaso
ns, and the
comes around I will try to eat a w
hole thief one, that you are n
ot what you
leg of mutton, and when supper comes 
ought to be in Christian character is
a great big roast of beef." W
hat because every little 
while you allow
yourself to revel in scenes of wicked-
would happen? His digestive organs
would revolt. ills body would be rack- 
nest; and riot conjured up by the hang-
ed with pain. Perhaps peritonitis 
inatiun of some licentious author?
There you associate with diameters of
would set in, and death would be the
result of his folly. 
that writer's creation so vile that you
Literary Gormands. 
would shrink from contact with them
Now, as some gormande abuse their 
if you were Introduced to them in the
stomachs with too much eating, so 
flesh, but you are fascinated by the
some gormands for mental food abuse 
glamour with which they are clothed in
their brains with too much reading, 
his pages.
They stuff their niinds with whole
piles of indigestible literary food. They
read and they read aud they 
read, is not satisfied with slayleg
 one mew-
They keep on reading and never thi
nk her of It family. Like the
 fatal coils
or care about what they are reading.
 I of the serpent of a Laocoon, it 
would
They read until at last their brains 
ab- crush out the life of a fathe
r and the
solutely refuse to do any independent 
lives of his children also. 0 man,
thinking. Their brains become like a 
your spiritual life may be poisoned by
great sponge filled with water, sodden 
bad books! Have you ever stopped 
to
and heavy and inactive, of no earthly 
think that your children's spiritual
use to anybody or anything. What you 
lives may be in the process of being
ought to do is not to see how many 
Poisoned by the same deadly fang
s?
books you can skim through, but ho
w What is your boy doing 
in the next
many books you can master. 
room? "He is reading," is your an
"Look out," gays the old adage, "fur 
men What is he reading? "Only it
the man who is matter of one book."
 book." What kind of a boo
k Is he
Look out. say I, for the master of it 
rending? Where did he get that book?
few great books. Too much reading 
"Oh," you answer, "I do not know. I
truly becomes a weariness to the flesh, 
let my boy select his own literature 
to
read. I believe he maid he borrowed
Wika molt woos. soamompli=ot
IlmonolLia mgr.
if gaga Irbos In my dam 1 
kayo me swiss et
me. Instead of
r stalwart soils.
ood to that Chris-
Mr. Spurgeon in one of his sermons
quotes the invective which Lucian In
Disraeles "Curiosities of Literature"
makes against those men whose pride
is in a large library which they never
properly read and therefore cannot
profit by. "Such a man is like a pilot
who hits never learned the art of navi-
gation or a cripple who wears embroid-
ered slippers and cannot stand upright
in them. Why do you buy so many
books? You have no hair, and you pur-
chase a comb. Yon are blind, and you
must need buy a fine mirror. You are
deaf, and yin will have the best music-
al instruments." But the foolishness
buying a library of hooks for the shelf
su that 0 I ..an look upon their halal
some bindings is not to be compared in
Its evil effees to the sin against the
brain by too much promiscuous read-
ing. 1 protest against the "cramming"
processes we have in our public schools.
I protest against the "cramming" proc-
esses we have in our colleges. I protest
against the lightning rapidity with
which men and women gallop through
their books in an evening's re:ling.
Buy fewer books. Master thistle I.,so
ke.
Read them over anti over again and
make them integral parts of your-
selves. The discordant voices around
the tower' of Babel could not have
been more helpless to do good than are
the babbling tongues of many books
which have been hastily read. Better,
far better, master a few great books
than have a mere speaking ace:taint-
ance with a thOUNalld different books.
Myriads of books are cowing forth
with outstretched bands, claiming our
welcome. We can only afford to take
a few to our benne. How importan
t.
therefore. .t is for us not to invite into
our sanctuary a bad book: How im-
portant it is for us not to let our chil-
dren read ony bad books! And, above
all, hove important it is nut to have
any bad books at all upon our library
sheivee or our sitting room (aide! But.
though al, of us are very careful neve
r
to have It bottle of arsenic or strych-
nine or laudanum or carbolic acid in
our medicine closet unless it II COL-
spit-timely and clearly labeled "Poi-
.
sou," yet nittny will allow the most 
or upon the surface of time world. "In
the beginulug God created the heavens
deadly of t' II mental. moral and spirit- and the earth, the sea and all that in
ual poisons to codk Imo our homes inNE them is." It is our du:y to learn as
the shape of 1 bad . unlabeled with much as possible about God's creations
any flange* (egnal. k e will suffer 
the
if we cap do so without curtailing the
evil virus of that poleunious book no. work for which God created us. But
only to be maculated into our own though we should select books of travel
hearts, but also into the hearts of our
loved ones. 
1 and of tiction, if the right kind of fie-
The Influence of a 
Book.' tion, we should also select certa
in books
as lifethne companions because first
How many men have been ruined for and last and lutrinsically they were
time told eternity by the influence of written to teach us the duties of the
one bad book! Am I deecribing the mpiritual life. We should read them
experience of any of you when I imag- beemuse they were written to teach us
hie a scene of demoniac siege and con- how to love the Lord our God With all
quest? For many years Satan was our heart anti soul and mind and
trying to batter down the doors of strength, and our neighbor us our-
your father's 1'1)1114Jan home. Again
and again lie had charged upon that "
elves'
carefully guarded stronghold to cap- 
The Books For Laymen.
ture your heart, but again and again 
"Limit my reading to books written
be had failed. Satan would come u
p for spiritual edification?" says SOI11e
to that front door and be would he
ar one. "That is unreasonable. You woull
the family singing at evening and 
not turn the home Kitting room at night
morning prayers, and he could not get 
Into the class room of a theological pro.
In lie tried to entice you away from 
femme You would not tell the whole
the straight path of virtue, but your 
human race to study theology as If
Christian parents; hind surrounded y
ou they were young men studying f
or the
with so many pions Influences that it 
matimtry. Why should a layman read
wits almost an impossibility to break 
such books as Cotton Mathers 'Essay
them down. 
on Doling Good,' or Law's 'Serious Call
At last Satan became completely Ma- to
 a Devout anti Holy Life,' or Bun-
cournged, lie called a council of war 
yau's 'Pilgrim's Progress,' or Thomas
of all his Sends to plan for your de- a
 Kempis' Aieditations; or Richard
atruction. Plot after plot Was gone 
Baxter's 'Saturn 'Everlasting Rest?'
over and pushed aside as useless. But T
he only rest I eould get front reading
Just as the Satatilc demons were about suc
h books as those would be to. gp
to scatter in 11 (dismay an arch fiend sound asle
ep over them. I might, per-
AmOewee 
What Is Your Boy Reading?
But the fiendish heart of a bad book
that book from one of ffla compan-
ions." Do you not know what your
boy is reading? After your own awful
experience many years ago in reading
a bad book, from the evil effects of
which I hope you may have recovered,
are you going to let your boy continue
to read that book? Would you, if you
could prevent it, allow your boy to go
with evil companions? Would you
knowingly allow him at his tender age
to %vender down into the vile haunts
anti look upon the immoral cesspools of
omit: great cities? You are doing some-
thing its bild as that. 0 father, yen
are allowing an uuprincipled author to
show your boy sln In its most attrac-
tive form! Can you not see there is
something wrong in your boy's book?
Look at his glassy eye and flushed
cheek and labored breathing. There
are seeds of infamy being sown now in
that young 111:111'8 heart Which, if not
stamped out at once. may grow up into
a harvest ,of tares, which Satan and
his demoniac hirelings alone will gath-
er. 0 God. help us to come to the
firm, Christian decision of never Mien
timidly reading a bad book nor of al-
lowing a bad book to be Placed in the
hands of our loved ones!
I do not mean by this that the books
we admit to our hearts and home.:
must be limited to distinctively reli-
gious books. We must read for instruc-
tion and for entertainment. Because a
book is not distinctly a religious book
that is no reason wily necessarily It
should be debarred from coming to our
reading chairs. Some books we elicited
select bessuse they are books of travel.
some because they are the biographies
of men and wurneu who were the great
leaders anti makers of the world's his-
tory. The higher the mountain peak
upon which you stand the wider the
range of your horizon. We should se-
lect some looks because they teach us
the geigraphical and geiloglcal or as-
tronomical or attaospher:c or biological
construction of the animal, vegetable or
mineral kingdom, whether these studies
be inside of the world or r liove theworld
haps, ay awake for a little whLl4 lo
some of the light reIIgk
beaks. Ant 11111gabstO Stewart
'Oates Mae or Elisabeth 'Pay gThar
AINI.M11111eallr 
'Stepping Heavenwood,' but It would
not be for long. No, I never did like
religious books. When I read, I read
for fun and for mental improvement.
You must not expect laymen, and es-
pecially young people, to rend the same
books as do the ministers."
Not expect laymen to read the same
kind of literature 118 ministere? No.
But I would have laymen use common
sense en their selections of books. I
would have them treat tile brain in ref-
erence to Its mental food on the same
principle as we would treat the physic-
al body. You restrict your stomach to
one kind of diet long enough, and you
will starve your physical body to death,
no 'natter what kind of food you may
take. "What did your husband die of?"
I asked a lady twine time ago. "Fro
m
starvation," she answered. "He bad l
ot
incurable disease, but that disease d
id
not directly kill him. We could on
ly
feed him on beefsteak and toast. W
e
bought him the very best steak in t
he
market, but beefsteak has not all the
Ingredients In it to support life, and Si.
be gradually starved and pass
eti
away." Are you going to restrict your
mind and soul to only one kind of men-
tal food? If you are a broker, is the
full extent of your reading to be found
In perusing the columns of stock mar-
kets in the morning newspapers? If
you are a lawyer, are you only going
to read about the forensic giants of
the past who won their memorable vic-
tories at the bar or spend most of your
time in studying your new cases? If
you are a tired mother, when night
comes and all the children are in bed
are you going to simply while awns
your evening home rending a tweet
and crying over some princess who
never Jired? With what books are you
feeding your soul? I am not' talking
about`the Bible now. What other books
are you rending that are deepening and
widening your intellectual and spiritu-
al life? Are you reading any such
books at all?
• The Greatest Book of All.
But, if it is necessary for us to read
spiritual books for mental food, how
much more necessary Is it that we as
Christian students should read and
love that greatest of all books which
God has given to us to be our guide:
We have read how the great masters
of literature loved their books. Dr.
Geikie tells us that "whey Henry
Thomas Buckle, the distinguished his-
torian, was dying his last words on
earth were, 'My poor books; my pow:
books!'" When Leibnitz died he died
with one of his precious books in his
hand. When Death came to call Rob-
ert Southey he found him an old, white
haired man, kissing and stroking the
books lie was too weak to open and too
blind to read. Cicero's greatest desire
on earth was expressed in the words.
"Oh, take all that 1 have, but leave me
my books!" Could there be a bettel
picture than that which Cunningham
Geikle drew of the love which these
masters in literature bore their books':
Should that love be greater than the
love Christians ought to bear the book
of books which God gave to us to sho
w
us the way of life? If spiritual books
are essential for our mental food.
should we not feed upon this book.
which is wholly divine?
I want you to class books among the
best of friends amid the worst of ene-
mies. As Loyola the wounded soldier
of fortune became Loyola the soldier
of (Inlet by reading "The Li VCR of the
Saints," so I want the good books to
lift you and purify you and make you
a gospel messenger among tuen. As
bad books are the worst enemies of
mankind, I want to enlist your help
In fighting them at every step. "If
ever the devil had an agent on earth.
I have been one," mpake the dying
nuthor of a pernicious book. ")h, that
I could destroy that book!" I Want
you to tight three evil books wherever
you go. I want you to see that your
library shelves are (geared of the
"lepers." I want you to see that your
children never are allowed to touch a
bad book. And furthermore I wan*
you, by the help of Gel. to scatter
forth the espies of that one book
which shall yet trample over all ev
books, because it is the "sword of the
Spirit." which shall never fail.
May God teach us one and all to pil-
low our heads upon the promises and
live as Christ would have us live, be-
cause we love the "old book."
If thou art merry, here are airs;
If ineloncholy, here are prayers:
If studious, here are those things writ
Which may deserve thy ablest wit:
If hurtgr-. here is food divine:
If thirsty, nectar, teavenly wine.
Rend then, hut flAt thyself prepare
To read with zeal and mark with care;
And when thou readest what here Is
wrP.
Let thy best practice second it.
So twice each precept 'hall be—
First In he book and next In thee.
reopyrigi 1904, by Louie Klopach.I
Driving Out the Men.
The president of the Northwestern
university In his report to the trustees
of that Institution sap] the coeduca-
tional system promises to cause the
disappearance of men students from nil
the schools in the Mississippi valley
when It has been introduced. Figures
are presented to mitow that the num-
ber of women students is inereaslug.
while the number of men is diminish-
ing year by year. The note of alarm
thus sounded may be a little more en'
phatic than the peril calls for, but the
president of the Northwestern univer
sity is not the first of the educational
lenders of the west to ettli attention to
the failing off (of male students in co-
educational colleges.
New tiadtmlitre'• Dry 1,1e1.
The towlie d cities of New Hamp-
shire have come to vie with each other
to see which shall have the mos
t
mimes entered on the famous "dry lis
t"
ninowv000guett eitwi,in ligthnorat loastairts.:..gudio.mstier thvirportp7 ivtgico
two Meat
et.IN Ow*
DR. FENNE
neAND
Backac he
AleSo PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
Don't become discouraged. Them is a care for you.
 If necessary write Dr.
HO has spent a lifetime curing just lateltdaltal AS yours. All doosult
stious
ki
A
disease, gravel,
rheumatism,
female t.roubhm
Cured of Backache:
Member of the; BUBillfiSS
and one of the lest known busintiell
in St. Louis, Mo. Read w
Wand has tc say about Dr.
Kidney and Bck&cbe O0';.?-
"I know what it hs to be afilicald
.and I sympathize with fellow sof
swallowing varions,and frequent
of this and that prescription I decided
Fenner's Kidney and Backache Cure 
,c
me of those bate:011es it at least wadi set fiattles.
any harm and I precared a bottle.,
"Now the first bottle didn't Mop Wes toliarleg -
backaches, but it did afford tas great talki,it
second bottle, however, did effectually
to those racking I backaches. Occasion:1=
returned when strenuous business affairs
the physical forces, but a dose or two of Dr.
Fanner 's Cure gave instant relief.
Resivctfully,
a
Bold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treat
ise on
the Kidneys—FREE. M. Id. Fenner, S. D., Fre
donia, N. Y.
For sale by R. C. HardwicR.
LOW 'AO 4nd Nashviit Railroad
TIME CARD. EffectiT• Apeil 18th.
NORTH, SOUTH
.
No62 St Louis Express. . 4i am No 61 S
t Louis Express 61.8 r at
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail...10:20 pm *N
o 68 St Louis Fast .5:4Onita
No 92 Chicago and New No 98
 Chiliago and New
Orleans Limited 5'40 am Orleans
 leimilted 11101 am
No 66 Elopk insville Accom _8:46 p m No 66 HoP
kiniville A000m 6:40 in
*Does net sto;
Nos E2 and 64 connect at St Louis for all poin
ts west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line po
ints at far south sr Kirk
and tot Louisville, Cincinnati and the est.
Nos. 68 and 66 make direct connection at GO
thrie for Louisville On
oinnati and ell points north and east there
of. Nos 68 and 66 also connects
for MempLtis and way points.
No. 92 runs through tt Chicago and will not
 can-, passengers to potato
south of Evansville, also carries through siee
pets to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, .fa
ckson villa, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla, Also Pullman sleepe
rs to New O'leans. Cot ia..ets se
Guthrie for points east and West. J C 17100E. Agt
YouTakeQuinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you aro a
 vicalm
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
Will admit it will cure malaria, but it
 leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and abeointely 
gmaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headac
he, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver com
plaints.
TRY IT TO-DAY,
30 Cents ta Bottle. All
 Druggists.
Sold by Ray 411 Fowler
ORMS1
CREAM
VERMIFUCE
AM in QuanUty. — He.t Is Quslity.
For 20 Years Ras Led all Worm Remedies.
IS Ca Bert 131r JKIX. 3X,tY(5rC5'XWJ
'.
Prepares by-.*--sestik JAMES F. SALLANO, St. Louis.
Sold by Ray ID Fowler.
BRAME'S S ABLE
. Successor to Golay & Brame. C r. 7th & 
Vii'. Ste,
LIVERY AND FE ID STABLE
For a :Hee drive, up-to-date rigs and ionrteous
 attentioa give
me a call. Hack service for the eity—mnetin
g all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. H4me
 peone 1818, Culuber
land phone 82. I will be glad to have fill lily
 friends give me
their patronage, ii
Howard Brame, .40, Ho Kirksville. MT.
ee+++++++++++++++444
MMUS LIB REGULATING SALTS
The Genuine Dawson Springs
Concentrated Water, and
Hamby's Dawson springs Splits
Bottled from the Famous Ht Tiny
Salts, Iron and Lithia Wells,
Ana ON SALE AT L. L. Elgin, R. C. Hardwick, Cook & Hu
g-
:gins, Ray &Fowler, L. A. Johnson &Co. and T. D. Armi
stead.
Your non ey BacR If You Rocoivs No
Benefit From It. Us*.
ASK, you's DRUGGIST FOR FREE BANEFUL
-
+44*•+4.14+44+44•44+444441.4(40,
Most
portant
'manufacturers of Royal
"Powder have had 40
(scientific experience.
r method of bread-an4.
raising has been exhaus-
toadied in this country and
;result is a txrfeet prod-
tit Royal Baking Powder.
•
ere is no substitute for it
The purity' and efficiency of
Xoya1 8,kig Powd-r have
be commended by the highest
authorities of the world.
These facts mean two impor-
tant things to all housekeepers:
First: that Royal Raking
Powder is healthful and
makes wholesome food.
Second: that Royal Bak-
ing Powder makes food
good to taste.
IRoyAL BAKINGPOWDER
ABSOLUTELY
PURf
NEWSFROM HOWELL
SMALLPDX SCARE HAS
ABOUT SUBSIDED.
New Rural Route Is Wanted
—Farmers' Convention
—Other :Notes.
Howell, Ky., Dec. 21.—Mr. W. W.
Radford, wife and son. Osborn, are
visiting in Clarksville for a few
days.
Messrs. W. W. sod E. C. Redford
attended the farmer's convention in
by ciarksville, on Dec. 19th.
W* Mr. F. L. Harris, who has been
and 'ting at the home of Mr. E. C.
f°11°Ttlford for several weeks, returned
Deals.lie :mine in Ma) field last Mon.
• •
Dangers co
— w rural route was inspectedHenry
Viol' Mr. Latish, f the postoffice eer-
Re . ice today, starting from here, going
Garretteburg, thence by Col. S. J.
Lowry's place to Lafayette, thence
to Fiennettstown and back to How-
ell. The distance is twetity-twn
miles and would stop two star
routes. The inspector did not give
any encouragement to the patrons as
there weuld possibly be too much
mail for one wagon.
The scare of smallpox has about
subsided and the doctor's office is
now being visited by patients, suffer-
ing with sore arms.
Mr. John Dixon, who is travelito
for the Elder, Conroy Co., of Clarks-
ville. will visit the family of Mr. J.
F. Dixon, next week.
Rev. W. H. Vaughan, wife and
daughter, of Fairview, are visiting
his wife's mother, Mrs. King, near
Oarrettsburg.
Mr. Eugene Lowry returned from
Bethel College, of Russellville, last
week and will remain at home until
the holidays are over.
Miss Jennie West will have a
Christmas tree and entertainment at
her school next Friday afternoon.
The farmers will have a conven-
tion here this afteruoon and a large
gathering is expected to be present.
IN
Snyder-Skerrett.
Mr. Fred M. Snyder and Mies Eva
Skerrett wer, ica, iod last night at
the residence it the bride's parents
at 8:30 o'clock by Rev. H. b. Smith,
of the Christian church.
Moves Sewing Room.
"Niles Bett i, Stevinson has removed
olatir sewing room to her residence on
'Sore Main street.
weeke•••••••••••
GET
i BUSY
1 'and get your chai.cestin the New Era's gift
. distribution in wheel
cc, as the contest
s next Wednes-
ry morning at
11
• O'CLOCK ••
11•••••••••••••••
• 11111,
•
•
•
•
URCE8 EVERyBODY TO
• ATTEND MEETING HERE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Notes About Peoplt
(From Thursday's Daily.) /
Mrs. John D. Elliott has returned
from a visit to relatives in Owens-
boro.
Mr. Rodman Y. Meacham, of New
York, is in the city visiting his patz'
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Meacham.
Misses Mary and Dagma Cayce
have returned to Huntsville, Ala.,
after a visit to Mrs. W. M. Hill.
Dr. Milton Board, superintendent
of the Hopkineville asylum, wjes in
the city yesterday, — Henderson
Glimener.
Mc. James M. Green general agent
for the J. I. Chase Machine company,
who has been in the city several
days, has returned to his home at
Dallas, Texas.
Mr. Alex Cex is at home for the
holidays.
Mrs. A. (J. Bush, of Louisville, is
visiting Mrs. R. L. Boulware on
Campbell street.
Mr. Leo Samuel, of Chicago, is in
the city to visit his brother, Mr. S.
J. Samuel,
Mrs. I. p. Gerhart, of Clarksville,
spent yesterday in the city ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Prendo Tate will
leave tomorrow for a week's visit to
friends in Nashville, Tenn.
Charles McPherson and Carl Del-
Welt are at home from State College,
Lexington, to spend the holidays
with their parents.
Mr. Lyne Starling has return ed
from Central University, Danville,
for the Christmas holidays.
Mr. George Wilford, of Bowling
Green, is in the city.
Mr. Clarence Nesbit. of Madison-
•ilte, is in the city.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mrs. Henry Frankel, of Hopkins-
!tulle, and Mrs. Dr. Bromberg, of
Nashville, spent 3ummday in Clarks-
ville as the guests of their brother,
Ike K leeman.—Clarksv tile Star.
Joseph O'Byrne left yesterday for
Hopkinsville in the interest of the
Henderson Brewing Co.—Henderson
Gleaner.
Mrs. Fannie May Owsley has taken
rooms for the winter with Mist, Fan-
nie Bell Bronaugh, corner Sixth and
Libel ty streets.
Miss liath5trine Fields, of St.
Elmo, is visiting Miss Dernice
Harped on South Walnut street.
Mrs. Mary Wall, of Gracey, is in
the city today.
Mrs. J. N. Robinson is visiting her
daughter,Mrs. D. M. Booker,of Hop-
kinsville.—Clarksville Leaf Chroni-
cle.
Moves To Nashville.
F.x-Gov. Robert L. Taylor will be-
come a resident of Nashville, Ten-
nessee, lays the American. This
statement was made by the ex-gov-
ernor on Sunday night, Gov. Taylor
stating that he had definitely decided
to move to the capital, but lie could
not now state just when, probably
early in the sr_ ing. He will go there
to start the publication of his maga-
zine, which he has had under consid-
eration for some time. Gov. Taylor
stated that he would also become
one of the active managers of the
Rice Lecture Bureau, of which be
has been the president since its or-
ganization. He stated that during
the past season the Rico bursatt had
done ete,larriti‘Osiness of any lec-
turq bOaliau country.
He Earnestly Requests Far-
mers to Hold Their
Tobacco.
To Whom it May Concern:--
There has been a call made for a
meeting of the Planters' Dark To-
bacco Protective association, to be
neld in Hopkitisville, Dec. 29, t904.
Now, our county has not had much
Information in regard to what the as-
sociation has done and proposes to do.
I want to urge every one to come out
to the meeting. Speakers will be
r
Hide to explain the situation and
glYe you all the information possible.
And I further urge that you do'livt
sell your tobacco before you attend
or hear from that meeticg. There ate
meti working faithfully 'or our inter-
est in this matte;, with a fair chance
of success. Our county is said to be
behind all the others in the distriet
in ergaeization. This matter is a
large undertaking and means hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars to our
people, and we should not be too im-
patient of its progress. Hold your
tobacco and help yourselves and
friends by so doing. Come out to the
m3eting.
B. F. RIVES.
LIES NEGLECTED
No Money For Care of Zach-
ary Taylor's Crave.
(Special to New 1`,,)
LOUISVILLE, Dec. 22.—It has
been found that the Federal govern-
ment can not appropriate money to
care for the tomb of Zachary Taylor,
near Louisville, fur the reason that
the strip of land on which it stands
belongs to the State of Kentucky,
and the Uniteigtates caii not care
for it unless the title is with the gov-
ernment. The state acquired the and
it. 1878. Governor Beckham last year
vetoed an appropriation for the care
of the burial ground on the ground
that the state's money could not le-
gally used for such a purpose.
neglected condition of the last rest-
ing place of the hero of tile Mexican
war and president of the United
States has often been commehted on.
SHOCKING MESSAGE
18 RECEIVED BY REV. J.T.
RUSHING.
Former Hopkinsville Pastor
Learns of Murder Of His
Brother.
"Come to the trial of your broth-
el's murderer" were the words of a
telegram received by Rev. J. T.
Rushing Tuesday night, says the
Owensboro Inquirer. Up until th
time Mr. Rushing had heard nothing
of the murder of his brother, who is
in the lumber business at Slitivnee-
town, Ill. Mr. J. E. RushinE the
muldered man, is well-known in
Owensboro. He has visited here out
several occasions and has formed
large acquaintanceship hove.
was a law-abiding, peaceable citize
and had been, during his entire life,
a member of the Cihnberland Pres-
byterian church.
Rev. Rushing says *Wet he canna
account for the murder of his broth-
er unless it was for robbery. He says
that he had frequently carried money
in large quantities for the purpose of
paying the men off aod it is prob-
able that he was foully dealt with
for no other motive than robbery.
STRAYED OR STOLEN—From
My farm near Buttermilk road Dec.
18th, one horse and two mules.
Mules returned Dec. 19th, horse not
yat heard from. Horse bay, 16 handle
high, 7 years 'old, with scar Inside
hind hock. It, formation will be re-
warded. H ugh J. McCarroll.
wit liopkirville, Ky.
•
OF
DR. FENNER'S
•
kid 
All
bladder, and
urinary organs.
Also catarrh, heart
 Dieeeses of time
disease, gravel, dropsy,
rheumatism, backaobe,
female troubles.
AND
qckache
"IRIFIES THE BLOOD.
iflowage& There Is a curs for you. If necessary write Dr. /tanner.k It curing just such cases as yours. All consultations FRU.Fears Bright's
ase or Rheumatism.
Muncie, Ind., March 15, 1903.
'After having taken
-cures without any
-.d
AMERICAN MEMBER OF THE NORTH SEAr COMMISSION.
Rear Admiral Charles Henry Davis, who a ill represent the United States on the com-
mission to into the facts connected a ith the filing by Russian mon of war MI
English trawlers in the North sea, graduated foal, the Annapolis wive) academy in
IM,ing the Spanish war he commanded the auxiliary cruiser i hue, He is a native of
YA!'”01.101118,11S.
PARIS, Dec. 22.—(Cable)—Rear Admiral Cowles H. Davis has arrived
hero, and the international commission on the North sea incident is ex-
pected to hold its opening session today. Capt. Clado, a Russian witness,
has created something of a stir in official circles by et atemente it ate dur-
ing his journey to Paris.
VioRms! W H I 'S CREAMVERMIFUCE
o,tt,, smutty. — Be4t In Quaiiti.
For 20 Years Has Gratiorm emedies.
=X" ax.x. tvøxrse.
Prepared try----saalk JAMES F BA' LARD St. Louis.
.04
344,
i '—
red;
lit made by those who have!)
dime here. They can be seen
tewn but it will not be known
ery case that they bad *woo
roa2 rice here on
otrheeirk
ker 
, on Januarye  01: , tohf 
Wfuim 
 n hot
hest tramp chop on the ros44 •
ohow is said tcilie handled by 6
oughly capable company and Ili
tigh class in every respect.
Eihare of He proceeds coming to
firemen from the perfcrtuance
be used in fitting up the sleet
quarters of the firemen in the nts,
flre department building which
Mow being erected on East Ninth
This is a most worthy object and tit
firemen should receive the patroaaget
of every cititen of Hopkinsville who
‘as the interest of the town at heart
L.& N. SO SCHIPElt
It is ann)ur_ced at Louisville that
the Louisville dt Nashville
Company will erect a ten-story sheili„of
building at Ninth and Broafway In
that city. This big building willetOtae •
tain all the general offices of the
road. It is expected thatWork VII A
begin early next spring. The
tore will be 603[200 feet.
A PIOST
APPROPRIATE
GIFT
For the benefit of those who desire to buy
a real elegant Fur for a Christmas pre-
sent we have on display today and for
the balance of the week
75 PIECES
FURS
The newest sh nd the finest quality.
marked a ially low prices,
s5.60 to $35.00,
Children's Fur Sets at $3.50.
JIIAnderson&Co
so
